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- The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five

Hear The
BOND TRIO
Every Sunday On
WFUL
1:00 to 1:30 P.M.
Number Thirty-Nine

Flilton, Fulton County, Kentucky; Thursday, September 27, 1956

•%gam..

Last week's column about my
train ride caused some anger,
some joy, in some circles. Joy
was expressed by those who
have had the same experiences
as I did . . anger by those who
said it may jeopardize benefits
that might he derived from the
railroad.
Prominent Farmer and
I would say right off hand
Citizen Dies Sunday
that if the railroad company (I
didn't mention any name, reAfter Long Illness
member) would halt any proThomas Edward Williamson,
posed expansion plans because
173, prominent Fulton County
The state "is very much inof my good-natured ribbing that farmer,
died at 5 30 p.m. Sun- terested" in having a Western
expansion
plans
said
were
day. September 23, at the Ful- Kentucky link in the proposed
hanging in mighty thin air .
ton Hospital. after a long ill- Mississippi River Parkway be;le would say.
ness. He had !Seen confined to tween Canada and the Gulf of
his bed for the past 18 months, Mexico, an official said today.
But that expansion business following a
stroke.
Rural Highway Commissioner
is for the birds . . . which reHe was born in
Caldwell J. B. Wells Jr. said preliminary
to
%ant
to
talk
me
that
I
minds
County, Kentucky, February 12, plans call for the proposed - route
ou about some birds . . . para- 1883. the son of the late Mr.
in Kentucky to cross the Miskeets for instance.
and Mrs. James Z Williamson, sissippi River from Cairo,
pioneer residents. He was marour house . . . mainly because ried to Miss Antha Browder, and extend through the Purchase
the children have never ex- daughter of the late Mr. and Region, possibly by Bardwell
to Reelfoot
Columbus,
pressed any,_great desire to have Mrs. John C. Browder on De- and
one and secendly because I have cember 21, 1902. Mr. and Mrs. Lake.
Kentucky is one of 10 states
ni ver, but never, been able to 1 Williamson
celebrated
their
understand one single word any. golden wedding anniversary four participating in the project to
build a four-lane scenic superparakeet is ever supposed to !years ago.
have said
I He leaves his wife, five sons, highway along the river.
Legislation enabling the Corn! Merville Williamson of BakersWe were shooting the breeze field. Calif., Major Glynn E.
out at the radio station the oth- Williamson of Fort Lee, Virer day about one thing and the ginia, M/Sgt. Carl Williamson of
other and Bing Hampton our I Harmon Air Base, Stephenville,
spurtscaster said that he once 1 Newfoundland, Reginald
and
"interviewed" a parakeet- who , Harold Williarnason of Fulton;
wai so smart It called the sta- four daughters, Katherine Wiltion break at a station where he liamson of Fulton, Mrs. J. C.
Confidence that the board of
worked. I didn't believe it and Pickle of Big Springs, Texas, trustees of the University of
still don't and I made htru a Mrs. Donald Mabry of Cayce and Tennessee at its meeting in Nolittle bet.
Mrs W. P. Sheehan of Ftilton; vember will vote to authorize
--,14 grandchildren, a sister, Mrs. the expansion of UTMB by addSays I to Bing: "Bing para- E. M. McCaslin of Princeton and ing three four-year courses was
keet-talk is a frame of mind. If five half-brothers and sisters. expressed before the Union City
you keep saying 'Pansy is a pret- i A son, Raymond Williamson, Rotary club Friday noon by
ty bird' long enough to a spar- i preceded him in death in 1934.
Judge
George
Thomas
of
row and the sparrow chirps I Mr. Williamson was engaged Weakley county, who is the head
back enough times, you'll con- lin farming in Fulton county for at the LITMEI promotion province yourself that the sparrow i many years and also served a gram.
•
said Pansy is a pretty bird." inumber of years as Federal To-'. UTMB since 1951 has offered
Walker, Jim Lewis,
four-year courses only in genMajorie
(Continued on Page Ten)
eral agriculture and home ecoGene Gardner. Pete Jackson and !
nomics and it is expected auKelly Lowe all shouted me down
thorizat en will be forthcoming
and said that parakeets can Fulton County Leads
verily talk So you know what
from the trustees to provide
four-year courses in liberal arts,
. . I'm going to prove to them Area In Bond Sales
.or they
education and business adrniniOust they can't talk
County
still
leads
the
ruitoo
stra tam.
are (sung to prove to me that a 13-eounty
Western
Kentucky
and I'll
parakeet can talk
It was -estimated by Judge
area in the percentage attainpay the bill if they find a bird ment of its goal'of series E and Thomas that it will cost the
that can talk audible enough to II Savings bonds according to a university $200.000 a year to
siv a few words on the radio
meet the costs of these three adreport issued ti' • week. Sevenditional courses at Martin He
ty-two percent of the 1958 counsaid that, if voted as expected
5'.o here's what I'm going to ty goal has been reached
by the trustees, the expansion
bucks
di, I will give ten
a In total sale, Fultan County will take place at UTMB just as
to any par- ranks third, exceeded only by
ten whole dollars
rapidly a- possible, beginning
say McCracken and Graves Coonwho
can
akeet-owner
with the opening of the 1957-58
-WFUL is the beet in sound, all ' ties.
schnol term, a year from now.
around- If that bird can say
The sale of Series E and H
tape-rea
enough
for
plain
it
Savings Bond in Fulton County
250-WAITER ON AIR
(-order to put the words on tape during
to
August amounted
to
then I'll give ten bucks
Station' VaTUC, operating day$29.588 The county's 1958 goal
the bird or the bird -owner
15 $377,500 and the cumulative time on 250 watts, began broadTen dollars as you know will sales for eight months totalled casting last Saturday in Union
buy a lot of bird -seed It might $247.687
City.
even buy a brand new cage for
the little flying-talkie It could
even buy ell that an dhstve a cou- Church i of Christ
ple of bucks left to buy a new
coat of paint for for the colorful Changes Schedule
little feathered house-pets.
The two morning services of
the Central Church of Christ
by Jane Watts
It might be possible that fame have been rescheduled.
September is the beginning of
and fortune can come to *e litThe early morning services a new year's work for the Fultle bird. We will take the tape- which has been meeting at 8:45 ton County Homemakers Clubs.
rs cording, if and when it is a.m. will now meet at 9 a.m. New officers and leaders were
made, and play it back on the The 11 .00 a m. service will in elected in August and the homeair all day long. We will inter- the future meet at 10:50 a.m. makers received their new year
view the owner on the air- Next Sunday the sermon sub- books.
waves. We will have a life- ject at those two services will
Training meeting was held
sized picture taken of the bird be. "Old Time. Heartfelt, Holy
September 13 for new officers
and put it on the front page of Ghost Religion."
and chairmen. Goals were dethe News. We may even have
The Surislay Bible School will scribed for each phase of Pthe
circulars, posters, cards, station- remain at 10 a.m., but those who
actialities,
and
homemakers
ary made to prove to me and for go to Bible School are re(hats how this column was
all posterity that even birds quested to remain outside of the
started
know that WFUL is the best In auditorium until the early servPublicity Goals No. 1: Work
sound all around. I, of course ice is brought to a close.
to improve publicity. This colknow that it is, •
. radio listumn will include news sent in
eners in five states know that
from all of the clubs and is supIt is
but the thing about it
pose to be an improvement over
Is, can parakeets talk and can
having so many articles, so
they say it.
much alike. You are the judge!
Being the County Publicity
Start that bird-talk with your
chairman I got the job of comThe Internal Revenue Service bining these news notes.
parakeet Tell him, or her, how
fame and fortune can come to today announced that there are
The advisory council of the
the first little fine-feathered only four more days left (or
Fulton County Homemakers met
bird in all the world. I don't farmers to file claims for the reboth old and
believe that a parakeet can talk fund of the Federal excise tax September 13 with
plain enough to say that "WFUL on gasoline used for farming
is the best in sound all around." purposes during the first six Clements Announces
You can prove it if you want months of 1956.
and I'll be glad to pay ...
In order to obtain refund of Academy Exams Date
to
but I believe that's one ten dol- the tax for this period, claims
Preliminary examinations to
lar bill that will never leave the must be filed not later than Oc- select qualified young men for
tober 1, 1956. This refund is au- appointment to the United States
home-place of my pocketbook.
thorized by Public Law 466 to Military. Naval, and Air Force
relieve farmers from excise Academies will be held in the
NEW REGISTRATIONS
taxes in the case of gasoline and Commonwealth of Kentucky on
Three-hunifred ' and twenty- special fuels used on the farm Tuesday, November 20, Senator
nine voters of Fulton County for farming purpoeee.
Earle C. Clements announced toClaims must be made on
have been registered since' the
day.
easily-prebrief,
Form
2240,
a
last election, according to Mrs.
The Senator, who will sponsor
containing
Kathryn Lannom, Fulton Coun- pared refund form
instructions. The forms several youths from Kentucky
complete
Clerk.
The
number
is
Court
ty
are available at Internal Reve- to the service academies for
the largest ever recordedin the
nue offices, county agricultural appointment to the 1957 academic
like
period.
county for a
agents'
offices, and many banks classes, urged young men to
•,'Approximately 25 were be- and post offices. The filled-in contact his Senate °Mee for
tween-The ages of 18 and 20.
claims should 'be taken or mailed full information on the examinate the local District Director of tion not, later than October 20,
1958.
Internal Revenue.
Go to Church Sunday!
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Western Kentucky
May Get Link In
Scenic Parkway

UTMB EXPANSION
EXPECTED SOON •

.y

f

monwealth to taka part leas enacted by the NM General AsBern* after beeng introduced
by Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, then a member. The act
set up a Kentucky commission
tc help plan the road.
Wells attended a meeting of
the Mississippi River Scenic
Parkway Assn. at Davenport,
Iowa, last Friday and Saturday
with Fred Stokes and Kent Hamby, both of Hickman, members
of the Kentucky commission,
It was brought out that a
number of upper Mississippi Valley states have taken advantage
of federal funds and built their
sections of the road, Wells said.
He added "the rate of construction has accelerated in the past
year and in the coming two or
three years faster construction is
expected."
has
Congress
appropriated
$500,000 for studies leading to
construction of the Parkway from
Canada to New Orleans. Routing is supervised by the Federal
Department of Public Roads and
the National Park Service. The
states will build their sections
with the help of federal matching funds, Wells said.
He added that the Kentucky
Highway Department will take
advantage of federal planning
funds. The route would be "very
important to tourist trade in
and
to
Kentucky
Western
NortheSosrth traffic and would
have great defense implications,"
Wells said.

CAYCE ANNOUNCES
ITS BASKETBALL
SEASON SCHEDULE
Queen Will Be
Crowned Friday
November Second
Frank Rice, Jr., basketball
coach at Cayce High School has
announced the 1956-57 b a 11
schedule for Cayce. Twenty-five
games have been scheduled. On
Friday night, November 2, the
basketball queen will be crowned during the game between
Cuba and Cayce.
The schedule is as follows:
Nov. 2-Cuba, home,
Nov. 6-Bardwell, away.
Nov. 9-New Concord, away.
Nov. 13-Woodland Mills,
• Tenn., home.
Nov. l8-Lowes, home.
Nov. 20-Hickman, away.
Nov. 27-Fulton, away.
Nov. 29-Clinton, away.
Dec. 4-Hazel, home.
Dec. 7-Milburn, away.
Dec. 14-Fulgham, home.
Dec. 18-Farmington, home.
Jan. 8-Hazel, away.
Jan. 11--Murray Training
School, away.
Jan. 15-Hickman, home.
Jan. 19-Lowes, away.
Jam 22-Milburn, home.
Jan. 21-New Concord, home.
Jan. 29-Bardwell, home.
Feb. 1-Fulton, home.
Feb. 5--!Woodlaird Mills,
Term., away.
Feb. 8-Farmington, away.
Feb. 12-Cuba, away.
Feb. 15-Fulgham, away:
Feb. 21-Clinton, home. •

Senator Earle C. Clements, a pemocratic earulidate
for the United States Senate will be in Fulton on Tuesday, October 2, in the interest of his re-election to the
United States Senate and on behalf of the Democratic
tickets for state and national offices. Senator Clements
will speak at the band-stand on Lake Street at 315 p.m.
Senator Clements will be in
Hickman at 1:30 p.m. on the
same day and earlier will visit
with voters in Clinton and other West Kentucky towns.
The Democratic candidate, a
former Governor, Congressman
and office-holder of many other .public offices is campaigning
on his record of service to the
People of Kentucky.
County Campaign Chairman

DUKEDOM FARMER
' LOSES LEFT HAND
. Hillon Nelson, young Dukedom farmer, suffered the loss
of his left hand at the wrist in
an accident on his farm Monday afternoon. He was rushed
to Haws Hospital in Fulton
Nelson was operating a corn
picker in the field when his left
hand was accidentally caught in
the machine and severed at the
wrist.

Bill Browning and his co-chairman Ples Fields of Hickman are
urging all Democratic voters to
be on hand to meet Senator
Clements when he visits Hickman and Fulton.
Senator Clements, who with
former Governor Lawrence W.
Wetherby are seeking the two
Senate seats from Kentucky
have been making vigorous campirAgns all over the State.
Wetherby, a Democrat is seeking to fill the unexpired term
made vacant by the death of the
late beloved Alben W. Barkley.
Mrs. Barkley is actively engaged
in the campaign to elect the
Democratic , candidates in Kentucky as well as to elect an entire Democratic ticket on the
national level.

IKE SPEAKS FROM
LEXINGTON MONDAY

will
Eisenhower
President
speak in Lexington next MonUTMB Bridge Class
day evening, October 1 It will
be one of the President's major
Beoins October 1st
Bowing to numerous requests campaign addresses, and will be
from Martin, Fulton and Union televised and broadcast on a naKentucky
City, the University of Tennes- tion-wide hookup For
Republicans it will be the mawill
offer
an
see
Martin
Branch
Joe Strang. Returns
campaign.
advanced course in contract jor rally of the 1958
scheduled to
is
President
The
From Overseas Service
Gifts, Prizes, Contest'
quarter.
b.idge dwells the fall
speak on the suoject cut economic
Joe Strange arrived in Fulton
Classes will begin Monday conditions The address will be
Feature Two-Day
Friday after 18 months in Ger1st at 7.00
October
evening
Opening Celebration
delivered in the Coliseum of th;
many, with the U S Air Force.
o'clock in room 124 of the ABL
The Fulton Mobile Milling building on the Martin campus, .University of Kentucky.
He is visiting with his wire, baby,
and parents, Mr and Mrs How- Company is issuing an invita- with Goren system taught by
tion today to all farmers in the Mrs. Bernice Tansil.
Go to Church Sunday!
ard Strange.
After a 30-day leave, he will Ken-Tenn area to visit their
be stationed at Whiteman Air new retail store Friday and
Force Base near Sedalia, Mo. His Saturday, during which time a
grand opening will be celebratfamily will join him there
ed.
MQVED TO PADUCAH
The new store is located in the
Being moved from Murray old Austin Potato House buildby
State College to Paducah this ing on East State Line, and is
year is the annual meeting of darectly across ithe railroad
Bing_Hampton, WFUL's Sportcaster
the First District Eduosition As- from the Swift Plant.
sociation which will be held FriThe grand opening will feaday, Oct. 12 at Paducah Tilgh- ture gifts, prizes, contests and
It's getting about time of season when a football
man High School.
free drinks, as well as several
special low-price offers on prod- prognosticator can tell which teams have it and which
ucts during these two days. teams haven't, but after what happened last week you
Also featured will be one of the
window and flip a
mills-on-wheels may as well throw the book out the
mobile
new
Syracuse would take
that the company operates, with coin. Who would have thought that
demonstrations planned at 2:00 Maryland, South Carolina would outscore Duke, or that
pm. Friday afternoon an. at
Methodist would down mighty Notre Dame.
new club officers attending 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on Sat- Southern
Plans were made for our Arek urday.
But it happened and stranger things will probably hapnual meeting which is to be
pen this weekend.
held. October 17, in Fulton.
last week when they overAfter the dust had settled on whelmed Mayfield 33-20. MurDr. Ernest Nesius, associate Firm Abandons
the gridirons around the coun- ray will find the Bulldogs are
director of extension, is to be Expansion Plans
try the "Pigskin Pickin" dam- no pushovers this time and with
the guest speaker. Watch for
more news of this meeting and
Plane for the proposed con- age report wasn't as disastrous a supreme effort Coach Charles
mark that date on your calen- struction of a "large" industrial as one would expect. 24 games Thomas' Fulton High squad
dar.
plant in this area have been were picked right and ten could pull the upset of years.
Eight clubs have held their abandoned, according to a letter wrong. The season total now is The Tigers bring a classy team
meetings this month and had received by the Union City 47 'right and 18 wrong for a under the coaching of Ty Hollessons on Gadget painting. That Chamber of Commerce last percentage of .723,,.
land. They swamped Russellville
This week the headliners in- in the opener 43-13, then lost
Is a new way to decorate such st•eek. Locations both near MayFulton,
South
Murray
at
clude
kitchen articles as towels, cur- field and near Union City had
to top-rated Morganfield 32-20,
tains, aprons and such. If you been under option by the plant, Fulton at Sharon, Tennessee at and conquered Mayfield. Their
looked in the window of the but the name of the firm has Auburn, and Kentucky-Ole Miss attack is spearheaded by two of
K. U. Office in Fulton last week remained a well-guarded secret, at Memphis. Here are the pre- the best backs in Kentucky,
Jerry
you saw some gadget printing in with all negotiations handled by dictions.
Buchanon
and Glenn
Brewer. The locals have two
the Fulton Homemakers Handl- a, Cleveland (Ohio) engineering In Kentucky:
(Continued on Page Four),
firm.
MURRAY 34, FULTON 19. backs of prominertoe of their
The Murray Tigers lived up to own in Joe Dallas and David
their lofty pm-season rankirsg Holland. Dallas scored all three
touchdowns in last Friday's affair with Marion. This promises
Hickman Youngster
to be a wide-open contest. Kicktime is slated for 7:45
Struck By Automobile off
WFUL-FM to broadcast, but if
Naricy Adams. popular local
Janice Walker, 15-year-old
Terry Neal Patey, three-year- you want to witness high school
entertainer and WFUL radio art- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. old eon of Clifford and Dorothy football at its best, see this one
ist will leave Saturday morning Walker of Clinton: left this Burckeen Patey of Hickman, reMORGA.NFIELD 28, CALI)for Memphis where she will ap- morning (Thursday) for Mem- ceived a severe head injury when WELL COUNTY 12. Apparently
pear as a finalist in the Mid- phis where she will compete in he was hit by a car about 4 there's no stopping after their
South Talent Contest. Nancy, the 'semi-finals among the in- p.m. Saturday morning on Marr decisive triumph over Murray.
who was one of the five Sweep- strumentalists. Janie was the street in West Hickman.
FRANKLIN-S I M PS0 N 33,
stakes winners in last year's winner of a talent contest in
The child, while playing with RUSSELLVILLE 6. Franklincompetition was invited to par- Clinton recently!. She has ap- another small companion, walked Simpson has a strong team; they
ticipate as a finalist without pre- peared before many local aud- out into the street in front of a held Paducah Tilghman for three
liminary competition.
iences _ and has received out- car driven by Wes Watson of quarters before losing. RussellNancy will play her banjo standing acclaim for her ability Hickman.
yllle- on the Other hand goes
Mr. Watson picked up the child lower each week, so there's no
and trumpet and also do a solo and talent.
vocal number. She will be com- ......U.Janice,is successful in win- and rushed him to the Obion hard task in picking this game.
General Hospital in
STURGIS 14, OWENSBORO
peting with the top talent In ning among the Thursday com- County
seven states and her invitation petition, she also will apear Union City. His condition Mon- 7. The Bears rested last weak
to appear as a finalist comes as a among the finalists on Saturday day was reported as "good."
and are out to protect their winMrs. Patey said the wheel of ning streak.
single honor to her and a com- and be a contender for the
Grand Sweeptstakes award In the car apparently ran over Terpliment to her unusual talent.
TRIGG COUNTY 19, HENry's head but that he was also DERSON COUNTY 0. Trigg is
In the final competition Nan- her group.
cy will compete with the forty
Good luck, girls and the dia- suffering from other bruises and Fulton's next week opponent.
finalists, which represents the niond trophies to you . . win concusions.
They showed power in losing to
Mr. and Mrs. Patey own and
results of talent shows from all or lose from the home-folks in
operate Patey's Service Station
(Continued on Page Ten)
over the Mid-South.
the cheering section.

MOBILE MILLING
COMPANY OPENS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Pigskin Pickins

JANE WATTS COLLECTS HOMEMAKER NEWS
AND A NEW COLUMIST MAKES A BOW!!

FOUR DAYS LEFT TO
FILE GAS REFUND

Sen. Clements To
Make Campaign
Speech In Fulton

NANCY ADAMS, JANKE WALKER TO
COMPETE IN TALENT SHOW AT MEMPHIS

.•••

Fluoridation Is A Progressive Step;
Let's Vote For It In November!
In the coming November elections the citizens of this city will face
a number of important decisions when
they cast their ballots. One of these
decisions will be whether or not flourine will be added to the drinking
water of Fulton.
The flouridation of public water
supplies as a method for reducing
tooth decay has caused widespread
controversy in all parts of the United
States. As always, when a new idea
,presents itself, there are those who
cry vehemently against change, even
in the face of insontrovertible statistics. Undoubtedly most of them are
sincere. Unfortunately, many of them
are effective in preventing pfogress
with their loud protests and lengthy
discourses of half-truths. They have,
in many•instances, been successful in
frightening a sufficient number of
people so that progress, if not altogether halted, is unhappily delayed.
Since introduction of the idea of
fluoridation to Fulton, some (apparently groundless) outcries of protest
have arisen, but none have been
backed up with facts. Not a single
one. Those who claim that fluorine
weakens the bones, injures plumbing,
is poisonous, costs too much, is merely a chemical company get-rich
scheme, etc., etc., have been asked
to supply just a little proof from
somewhere that would back up their
arguipents . . . and have come up
with nothing. We submit that were
such claims true at all,, one would
merely have to examine health records of communities that have had
flourine present in a natural state
for generations, to provide proof.
To the contrary, highest medical
authorities have stated, after scrupulous examination of all existing records, that fluorine is greatly beneficial in proper amounts, bringing no
harm whatever where it cannot accomplish good.
It is to be hoped that the people
of this community will study carefully the whole facts of this issue before making a decision. It is with
that hope in mind that the following
information is presented.
Over 1000 United States communities with a population of 20,000,000
have added flourine to their water
supplies. More than four million people live in areas where nature has
provided flourine in their water. In
many of these areas the flourine content of the water is even higher than
that rcommended for dental health.
Painstaking research has been conducted, among the people of these
communities and no one has been
able to find any adverse effects,
with the exception of a slight discoloration of the enamel where the concentration is excessively high.
The recommended concentration of
flourine to the water supply is one
part flourine to one million parts water, in other words, 1/250 of a drop.

This infinitestimal amount needed to
prevent tooth decay is detectable
only by delicate chemical tests. It
does not-affect the taste, color or
odor of water, nor does it have'any
other undesirable effects.
Since large quantities of this substance are harmful, it is to be expected that uninformed persons would
object to its use in drinking water.
The same objections were made when
other chemicals were added to - water as purifying agents. Actually, common table salt is harmful in huge
amounts; yet it is necessary to life.
Flouridation is not a medication
A medication, by definition, is that
which is administered to treat or cure
an existing condition. Flouridation
simply makes available in proper
amounts, a constituent which aids in
_ the development of decay-resistant
teeth.
Water with artificially added
flourine is no different from the water which nature has provided with
flourine, with this exception. Man is
able to control the amount of fluorine
added.
Officials of the American Witter
Works Association state that the procedure for adding flourine to the water is simple and inexpensive. It is
similar to methods used for adding
other chemicals routinely put into the
water supply for purification.
A study of the flouridation program in Newburgh, New York, after
ten years showed- that among children who had been drinking flouridated water since birth, there was
a 60 percent lower instance of tooth
decay than in nearby Kingston, which
without flouridation served as a control. In children six-years-old, there
was a decay reduction of 75 percent,
seven-years-old, 68 per etnt and tenyears-old, 51 percent. Obviously, the
best results are achieved while the
teeth are in the stages of development. With the adoption of flouridation, the dental health of the entire
community would eventually improve.
For an annual cost of only 4 to
15 cents per person (national average, about 10 cents) we can adopt
flouridation. What a small price to
pay for painful, expensive tooth decay! In Madison, Wisconsin, without
flouridation,
was estimated that by
age sixteen, children had spent an
average of $180 on dental bills in
contrast to an average of $40 for the
same period in nearby Union Grove,
which employs flouridation.
Every major health organization
in the United States has endorsed the
flouridation progratn, among them
the American Medical Association,
the American Dental Association, and
the American Public Health Association.
Can the citizens of this community
in good conscience afford not to vote
for fluoridation? Let our aim be to
speed, not impede progress.
'

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

What Is Government For?
By Eugene J. McCarthy,
Member of Congress
IN THE pressing activities Of an
election year, many of us will become involved with political parties
and with particular' candidates for
public office.
We should fiat, in these political
activities with parties and personalities, be led to accept unsOUnd theories
concerning the origin, !attire, functions, and purpose of the State.
WE MUST eschew the erroneous
political and theological doctrine that
the State is the result of the ,evil or
depraved nature of man and s justified only because it protects its citizens from the results of this evil'
in man.
For beyond this negative protective function, the State has a positive function of assisting man In the
pursuit of happiness in the temporal
order, in attaining the common good.
THIS COMMON GOOD includes
three principal categories of human
good things: material goods neces-

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 481

sary to maintain man's life and to
aid his intelleCtual, spiritual, and
moral growth; intellectual, goods
to free him from ignorance and false
fear; and moral goods to enable him
to attain self-mastery.
Although religion and morality
have long been recognized as essential
to a stable political order, the lines
between government and religion
cannot always be clearly drawn. Religion has a significant bearing and
responsibility on government, and government must be concerned about the
moral and spiritual life of its. citizens. Yet we must be alert to the
danger of the intrusion of the State
into areas of culture and into areas
of the social and private life of man
which are beyond the authority of the
State. We have learned the dangers
of the absolute and totalitarian State
in the Western world.
We have learned the great danger of rendering to religion the things
that areCaesar's — political authority and political power; and of the
danger of rendering to Caesar the
things that are God's — faith, worship, and absolute obedience.
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A peace that is merely the cessation
of killing, but which includes disrespect for man's essential dignity and
freedom, or the imposition of Particular interests and will, Alone I would
just as soon fight to upset.
- Dr. Charles Malik
Bloodshed, war, and oppression belongs to the darker ages, and shall be
relegated to oblivion.
- Mary Baker Eddy
Let us not burden our remembrances
with a heaviness that's gone.
- Shakespeare

(STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McF•affers

"This model's for a person who likes to watch TV
stretched out on the sofa!"

FR)11 THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK
October 9, 1931
Rev and Mrs. J W Hodges
ot West State Line, celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary October 4th.
Immediately
following
this
service a baptiscal service WEI
held in which the ritual was
read by the Rev. R. A. Wood.
pastor of the First Methodist
Church of Fulton, and Hodges
baptized his small granddaughter, Betty Florence Hodges.
Rev. and Mrs. Hodges received
a lovely array of gifts.
The Water Valley High School
is sponsor for a school and community fair to be held there on
Friday, October 23. All merchants are invited to enter displays.
In a marriage characterized by
dignity and simplicity, Miss
Hattie Mae Godfery became the
bride of Charles Sanders Bin-

Sunday as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Nall.
Joyce Taylor • Mrs A. T. Hicks was celled
to the bedside of her grand
Mrs Jack stark Sunday
The weather continues cool. mother,
afternoon. Mrs. Stark is seriousaltho when the sun does shine
ly ill. She had a stroke recently.
out, it's hot.

=r. 2
•..
"
DUICE" ....m."1674
"

Mr. T. C. House and Mrs. Ad die Casey are feeling some better.
Joyce Taylor spent Thursday
night with Mrs. Norman Crittenden. Susan and NoraLou.
Mrs. Evaline ,Yates called on
Mesdames Belle McNatt and
,Bertha Rickman Thursday- afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T C liouse visited their daughter, Mrs Wilma Williams and Mr Williams
one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson
and Bob of Wingo, Mr and Mtx
Harold Carr and Handel of Lone
Oak and Mr. iil Mrs. Norman
Crittenden and girls were Sunday guests of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Emerson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews
and Larry attended The wedding
of. Miss Addle Beth Holland
Sunday afternoon at the home.
of her parents in Wings.
Mrs. Dessie Stark wtli a guest
Ls the Tremon Rickman home
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
and Joyce visited near Clinton

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

How( hrislian
Sri( life
"AN UNFAILING
REFUGE"
WPM, 1270 ac.) Sanney 1. are

ford. on Saturday evening, October 3. at 7:30 o'clock at Trinity Episcopal Church. The Reverend G W. Goodson read the
SerVICt. in the presenee of the
immediate families arid a tow
close friends
The bride, who entered on the
arm of her father, J L Godfery
by whom she was given in marriage, was lovely in a fall ensemble of Spanish Preen Her
flowers were an arm bouquet of
Columbia roses and delphenium Her attended was Miss
Dorothy Granberry of this city
The groom was attended hy his
brother. Bob Binford.
After a short wedding journey
in the North, they will be at
home with the parents of the
groom. Mr and Mrs. Charles
Binford. on Eddings Street.

Ifor

Rev Byron Cullen has been
relelected pastor of New Hope
Church for the corning year.

Walikide Rubberised Serie Finish
Vellkide Alkyd Plat Wall Pear
leriehide Baena
Gloss'----'

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35
Tun, to WEVL for local News
For The Beet In

SPEEDY
SERVIC

APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
and

SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News Wiwi)
24 Hour Service

HUNDREDS
of today's most wanted oolorS
for home decoration!
knees Maimed Pies badge am ant

PITTSBURGII

TID BITS,

Research workers have disthat
adding
covered
small
aniounts of oil to fertilizers
makes them less corrosive, less
likely to cake in storage, and
less dusty.

, Wallhide k1allhidc

Maestro
Colors

111
15
11:2:011 11=2,

of Kentucky Folklore
by The Philosopher
"YEA, YEA AND NAY, NAY" did not understand, we said,
In my half century of observing folk language I have often
been impressed with changing
styles of 'asserting or thanking
or denying. The neighbors at
Fidelity wasted very few words
when they admitted a thing was
true or untrue; they said Yes
and No so flatly that there was
nothing else to be asked; an outsider would have thought that
they were not wholly happy in
answering anyway. We on the
inside of the community knew
th& this flatness of speech was
unquesunadorned,
genuine,
tioned.
Why waste a whole lot of
werds to say yes or no? No
amount of talking could make
a thing true when it wasn't; we
became iuspicious of anyone who
used a roundabout way of- saying anything so obvious as yes
or no. We had never seen a
Quaker; only a few had ever
heard of one; but we had at
least this Quaker attribute: we
said what we said and left it
at that.
The Quakers used to make a
sort of religious test of this same
answ9ring questions. They took
the Bible literally and felt that
saying more or less than yea
and nay was wicked or evasive
or even suspicious. When they
were ridiculed for this blunt way
of speaking, they stuck to their
Biblical monosyllables until society ultimately gave in and allowed them that privilege, just
as they do not have to swear today but can assert or use some
other term, for they literally
avoid the word swear: "Swear
not at all," etc.
Thanking someone for a favor
has gone through many evolutions, .at Fidelity and elsewhere.
Most - often we said "Much
obliged," and stopped at that.
Some of us said "Thank you,"
but that was less common. If we
failed to understand, we asked
over, of course.
We did not say, "I beg your
pardon" or "Sorry." We said
"What did you say?" in full, for
"Whar" was considered very
rude and might bring swift justice at school or at home. If we
were talking to a woman and

"Ma'm?" in a questioning tone of
voice; we asked a man to repeat
by saying, "Sir?" I find both
of these still in use among my
students, particularly the older
ones or students whose parents
are sticklers for good manners.
Mother used to point out rude
brats to us who would actually
say "What" to grown folks.
They were nearly always of a
lower social order in our little
world.
Similarly, we put "Sir" or
"Ma'm" on "Yes" and "No" Not
to have done so would always
have caused trouble. As I said
many years back, I saw a goodsized little girl get a sound
thrashing because she refused to
say "Yes, ma'm" to her teacher.
That style has gone and come
and is going again right now,
though wars and rumors of wars
haves brought back polite forms
of address from time to time.
In our' democratic world of
this century it seems foolish and
wasteful to have to add titles to
plain words, as if we were still
following the French and their
fmkiless "rnontsieum" and "madames" and "mademoiselles."
With all our pretense in other
times of our hatred of titles and
honors, we were always generous with our "generals" and
"colonels" and "judges."
A very elderly oil man of my
acquaintance rarely spoke to
anyone whom he regarded as
worthy of address without attaching some honory ttle; I suspect that he liked to be called
one in return. When he referred
to a workman on his place, that
was always "my man Jones," or
some such ancient way of putting hewers of wood and drawers of water in their pikces.
And this same elderly wouldbe aristocrat could not have
been induced to say anything in
as few words as possible; that
would have put him in the class
with his man, his tenant, and
other such poor-white-trash.
That gdivanized bucket with a
leak in it may be nailed through
the bottom to the garage wall
and used for storing coiled garden hose.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
Dept nd On

For

Fast TV Repairs
Don't mks your favorite
progi am. Give us a call
as soon as trouble appears. You can depend
on our TV experts for
Prompt

TV Service!

ROPER TELEVISION
MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307
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D.C.

At the Capitol Plaza--a hotel of unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality,
comfortable accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
Air-conditioned guest roomravailable.
300 modern rooms from $3

DODGE ROTEL
WASHIRGTON, D.C.

...6•Vo

E. J. HARRIS, Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSICI, Goners, lAsesger
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Work it out. Farmers are defin
against air force and army plaitely in a "depression" at prestoons. The competition consists
ent, while most other businesses
of close order drill and a perare prospering. I read in many
sonnel inspection.
of our business and trade journals where most Corporations
The pressure on the presser11
Tennessee Bureau of
will have one o fthe best years
foot - of the sewing machine
Aeronautics has assured Ueicm.
that they have ever enjoyed. No
should vary according to the
City that commuter plane servone is able to honestly say this
FORT GORDON, Ga. — Pvt. weight of the fabric; the presice will begin at Tom Stewart
about farmers, sure is regulated by a screw at
airport beginning in the early
Unless the cost price problems Freeman B. Dallas, whose wife, the top
of the maceine, and
part of next year. Cities to be
of our American farmers are Carole, and parents, Mr. and should
be less for fall fabrics
linked by the new service Inbrought into proper balance, Mrs. Freeman Dallas, live on than for summer
sheers.
tiude
Knoxville,-Chatthere will continue to be less Route 5, Fulton, Ky., recently
t;.nhoga. Tullahoma, Nashville,
and lees -farm people in the completed the telephone instalClarksville, Union City. Dyers—Maximum value in 11.•:..
United States. Already, the farm lation and repair course at the
Southeastern
Signal
burg. Jackson )nd Memphis.
population
ing economy
has been pushed Army's
down to a point where it no School, Fort Gordon, Ga.
The eight-week course trained
--Saves TIME
longer represents a strong segment of our total population. him to install and repair various
--Saves CLEANING
Actually, the American farmer types of telephone equipment,
W. Haws,
no
longer has much influence in including battery operated subThompson,
Mrs.
Johnny
Hunter
—Saves COAL
our National affairs. This. is not stations and field telephones.
Whit's
-ell. Edward Benedict, Jr.;
A 1955 graduate of Fulton
good, because this country has
—Correat Size for ir()I'l; &,;pt. 211:—/C-C.-Butts, Mrs. Lawalways depended upon rural High School, the 19-year-old
son Roper: Sept. 30: Mrs. Vodie
NEEDS .`
Hardin, Billy Nelms, Cissy HatTop row (1 to r): KENNETH RAY ADAMS, age 4 people to provide a sound and soldier entered the Army last
February and completed 'basic
field. Mrs. Richard Rice, Mrs
months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams of Ful- impartial influence in. our law training
at Fort Leonard Wood,
Emily Hardin; Oct. 1,; Nelson
ton and grandson. of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams making bodies.
Don't throw your old shoes in
Mo.
Tripp. Kim Homes; Oct. 2: Mrs.
prices
until
farmers
Not
reand Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Adams of Mayfield; PAT
the trash heap! Bring them
A T. nale; Oct. 3: Jean Heland,
ceive for the things they proGOSSUM, age 6 months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Felix duce- are placed
Mrs. J. H. Howard; Oct. 4: Mrs.
Jimmie L Usrey, seaman, here! We'll rebuild them and
an equitable
Wilma Wyatt, Linda Copeland, Gossum, Jr. of Fulton and grandson qf Mr. and Mrs. basis with other businesses and USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Finis
return them looking like new!
Felix Gossum Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Mel Simons; the cost of production is like- Usrey of 106 Bates St., Fulton,
Ralph Breeden.
A complete shoe rebuilding
CLAIRE THOMPSON, age one you-, daughter .if wise placed on a similar basis, Ky., is with the Navy-Marine
Rey. and Mrs. Walter B. Thompspn of Fulton and will farmers be able to expand Platoon of the Far East Com- job will cost Isat a fraction of
A cup of rice swells to make
the cost of new shoes!
and grow as our American In- mands'
Tr -Service
3 cups or more of cooked rice.
Honor
granddaughter of Mrs. Marietta Apple.
It comes prepared for cooking,
Bottom row (1 to f): GORDON LEE WADE, age 1S dustry is doing. When labor and Guard based in Tokyo, Japan.
e 35..nd should not be washed. Rice, months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wade of Fulton industry receives increases for The platoon, formed in 1953,
their products, so should farm stands security watches and
11. hit% is on the plentiful food
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wade and Mr. workers
participates in full dress paand the farm owner.
list, should be included often in
and
Mrs.
C.- D. Meacham; TERRYE EDWARDS, age
rades and othes military cereimenus, either as a vegetable or
10 montha,'dauirhter of Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards
Way -Want Ads! in desserts.
monies.
of Fulton and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. WilThe Navy-Marine wilt he', won
e.gth successive
liam Nicolay of St. Louis; LOUIS GEORGE. GRAY,
plaques
in
monthly marching competition
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray of Fulton Route 3 and Its A Girl
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
grandson of George Gardner.
Ruffus Johnson on the birth of
an eight pound eight ounce
even our cash crops are promis- daughter born at Haws Meming,
orial Hospital. September 19.
Again, the farmer has been
caught in the "middle" as far as It's A Girl
prices go. He is really paying _ Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
high for many of the things he Raymond. Gaddie of Arlingtcn,
must buy. His .pricesfor what he Ky. on the birth of a seven
has to sell have fallen and look pound, six ounce daughter -born
as though nd relief is in sight.
September 15. at tif! Jones
I am often asked by my farm IlospitaL
friends, with whom I have
worked for a number of years
Tiny Bonds is a saving plan for your family
and others that I call on from
With JIM PRYOR
purchases. With each 25c purchase-you will
Aerkthonei Protls CaiOnsi Relbeld .time to time, why farmers can't
receive an even break with oth•P.,, farm countryside is fast er business men, when it comes
be given one "Tiny Bond." with a 50c purtaking on a fall look. As I to a fair profit for his efforts and
travel from one area to another. investment. This is the most difchase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste them
I am impressed by the "fall ficult question that I have to
look" that fields are taking on. cope with as I do my work for
in the book given you. When the book is
All of us enjoy summer and my company and our friends in
Most everything that goes with my territory.
filled bring to our store and you will be
It, but when fall comes, we know
The answer actually seems
that this is the season of the easier than It is until you try to
given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
year when we are able to really "count our blessings" This is
selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing
the time when harvest to most
of us means that we can pay
plan which adds purchasing power to the
our debts, buy the needed items
for the family and feel that all
our efforts have been worth
while.
TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
Insurance and Real Estate
We have had a wonderful
Long term Farm Loans at
growing season and with the exGO FARTHER
••• •
FOR LESS
ception of a few things, our efLow Rate of Interest
forts have been well spent. Our
SEE
barns are filled with hay for
Charles T. Cannon
our livestock to eat; there are
405 Lake Street
good indications that we will
Phone 70 and 428
Charles W. Burrow
have a bountiful grain crop and

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
scot. 2% Mrs. M.

iRE (Q

Morgan-Verhine,Inc

Free Dividends

Designed and dyed to
match to contrast..
or to harmonize

ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

with TINY BONDS

CITY DRUG COMPANY

a

call

otble

Hp-

s

,

depend

Reddy s
Bargain
Bag of
Bulbs

$6.95 i° $14.95

This offer is good October 1 to November 30 to residential customers receiving their electric bills from
Kentucky Utilities Company and Old Dominion
Power Company.

COUPON

DEVONSHIRE GLEN PLAID...a
subtle shading of tones in 100% puts
wool. crease-resistant. Homespun
texture combines with inspired styling
to give you outstanding casual fashions.

FULL lASH4ONED SWEATERS...
made of 100% hi-bulk Orion, a DuPont
acrylic fiber. Completely hand washable,
softly textured, yet won't sag or stretch.

Fill all your lighting needs! Put in a supply for floor
lamps, wall lamps, bed lamps, wall and ceiling fixtures, table lamps and the rest' Then
won't be
annoyed by bulb-snatching or strain youi eyes with
insufficient light. Buy five, get six This offer is
open to all residential customers of Kentucky Utilities Company and Old Dominion Power Company
Use the coupon, here, the one encliiiied with your
electric bill or get a coupon from your dealer or
our office.

Priers shown her* ant ktlsed on
'Aetnaostwer s' Corrline psis* sichadvlitt
which orsi subject to change without notice
In Oh, (oven, of ony change, the prices listed in this
plan will be adjusted accordingly The company hot so
knowledge o4 any anticipated chonGe.

This coupon when signed entitles the holder to receive a 150-watt lamp
bulb without charge with the purchase of a minimum of two 100-watt bulbs,
two 75-watt bulbs and one 150-wart bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb
dealer in territories served by Kentucky Utilities Company and Old Dominion

Power Company between October 1 and November 30, 1956.

NOTE IC) DEMEIS IN TERRITORIES SERVED $Y KU OD, n..
mi...
be reelee••••1 kr 34 .4 yew *wrest KU 00 *Icor ce /be •ed of
Ibe ec/I.ity
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,„no

Fasten pieces of union to a
man and Montgomery dabs have
WELLS DRILLED for industry ]
News
Homemaker
I
but
meetings
roast with toothpicks. As
l
beef
their
AD
KEEP
THIS
had
Modern equip- I
and homes
(Continued from Page One)
received their news cooking progresses, the juice of
haven't
ment, experienced workman.
and
Over 20,800 Arthritic
POWELL and RUDY Shoe ReWrite or call Watson Co.,
Publicity Goal notes. Hope to hear from more
Rheumatic Sufferer's have taken craft exhibit
the onitbn will blend, with the
pair offers you prompt., accuPhone 261, Fulton. Ky.
have one ex- L.-ititis before time for the next
Club
"Each
3
No
It
this
',MCC
has
been
Medicine
rate service at moderate cost.
on the market. It 1. inexpensive, hibit durng the year." Three column, two weeks from now. delicious flavor of the meat
204 Church Street, Fulton.
FOR SALE:: Water tank with can be taken in the home. For cheers for the Fulton Club and
gas burner, good condition, Free information. sive name and their publicity chairman, Mrs.
ELL KINDS OP KEYS made SPECIAL—Regular $5.95 "Cushbargain. Call 152, Fulton.
while you wait. Forrester's
address to P. o Box 522, Hot Robert Oliver! •
blanket
Football
Robe
ion"
The Rush Creek Club met,
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
Springs, Arkansas.
Special,
case).
carrying
(with
11. at the Sylvan
September
remnant
all
on
DISCOUNT
$1.98.
10%
last,
as they
long
House. Mrs. John
Club
Shade
in
Linoleum
Seal
size Gold
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
Charlie Scales Store, Church
Jones and Mrs T. N. Curlin
Furniture
•,r Adding Machine. Rental
Exchange
stock.
Street, Fulton.
were hostesses Mrs. Clint Workapplies on purchase. Harvey
Company, 207—Church Street.
man and Mrs. Charles Everett
Caldwell Co, Drive-In Office NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Fulton.
the lesson on Gadget
gave
Outfitters. Corner Walnut &
supplies
°Mee
patients
your
The following were
and Buy
and on Thursday. SepFOR RENT: Floor sanding maprinting
Plain Streets. Phone 074.
in the local hospitals Wedrsday
and equipment. Harvey Caldchine and electric floor polish27. the members will
tember
$3.50 a yd. Value — $2.49
er and electric vacuum clean- morning.
well Co., Drive-In Office Outspend the day at the club house
FOR SALE: Westinghouse Kleeers. Exchange Furniture Co. Jones Hospital—
practicing the handicraft arts
trte stove, perfect condition
fitters, New 1,0C11;10E4 corner
Phone 35, Church Street.
Streets.
Plain
Sell reasonably Call Mrs. Joe
they have learrie4. — weaving
Walnut &
Mrs. Ella Hawks. Dukedom; baskets, finishing wooden trays
Kasnow, 866, Fulton.
Phone 074.
( I kkSEOl'T — Linoleum and Robert Hancock. Fulton; A. E. and bowls, making copper plant$1.50 yd. Value — 97c
blocks, only 10c, 14c Wall, Cayce; Mrs. Lulla Bone, ers and gadget printing Want to
You
Stephens,
arts?
learn any of those
Big Double
ind 15, per block while pre- ?Litton; Mrs. Bertha
Air-Conditioned
sent stock lasts. Exchange Fulton; Mrs. R. V. Allison, Ful- are welcome to visit with us
Feature Program
The Palaestine Club met at
20 7 ton; Mrs R. E. Melton, Fulton:
Company.
Fin ture
1121MEDI
Mrs. Hillard Deeweese and their community house with 17
Chu!eh Street, Fulton,
Friday and Saturday
baby, Fulton: Bobby McCellan members and one visitor pre$1 39 yd. Value — 89c
Crutchfield; Mrs. Johnnie Har- sent. Mrs. Lon Brown and Mrs.
PHONE 12
WASHERS,
standard
MAYTAG
wood, Fulton; Mrs Elvis Jack- Harvey Pewitt were hostesses.
and automatic models. $129.90 son, Clinton
Hit No. Two
also
Mrs Roy Bard and Mrs Dean
Hit No. One
and up. Sales and service.
Gadget
the
gave
Harwood
..
Man
A Hunted
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. Fulton Hospital—
Rory Calhoun
Printing lesson and displayed
A large selection of DAN RIVER COTTONS
A Beautiful Woman
veral articles which they had
Yvonne DeCarlo
Mrs.
Water
Duke.
Leonard
FOR SALE: Large coal circulatFall and Winter colors
Valley, Rt
1; Mrs. Thomas finished. They are going to have
"The Strangers
ing heater; will heat whole
a work day on October 2 Mrs.
Jones,
4,
Billy
Rt.
Fulton;
Mrs.
Solids and Prints 69c yard
"Raw Edge"
house. Good condition, barHand"
Holland, Fulton; Glenda McMor- Percy King, landscape leader,
gain. Call Fulton, 152.
ris, Water Valley, Rt 1- Leigh- reminded the members that it is
with Trevor Howard
(In Technicolor)
man Elliott, Crutchfield; L. A. time to make preparations for
Also—Little Orphan Airdale (cartoon)!
PRICES SLASHED on Wizard Russell, Rt. 1, Clinton; Abe Mar- planting bulbs.
Sylvan
Brownsville,
freezers; all models reduced. tin, Fulton; Ronald McAlister, "Th e
Buy now at savings up to Fulton: Ronald McAlister, Ful- Shade, Western, Victory, HickSUNDAY—MONDAY—TUESDAY
$60.00; prices start at $199.95. ton; Mrs. S. A. Hagler, Fulton:
Commercial Ave. next to News office
Western Auto, Lake Street, Mrs. Della McMorries, Rt. 1, WaFULTON .DRIVE-IN
Fulton.
ter Valley; Mrs. Jack Fields. Rt.
MOVIES
1. Fulton; Mrs. J. H. Hub, Fulri
• TECHPTIEOLOR
‘...1NEMASCOPE
FrI.TON-MARTIN
ton; Mrs. Jeff Harrison. Rt. 1,
BYWAY. IS E.
Fulton; Linda Amberg, Hickman;
2,
Rt.
Maggie
Alexander,
FARM LOANS
- SEPT 27-20
TIII'R -FRI
FIRST STEP 70
Crutchfield; Mrs. Lila Hastings,
ONES
PROUD
THE
Reams,
Fulton;
Charles
Fulton;
FLOWERS
SPRING
Long Terms(In Color)
Mrs. Walter Craddock. Rt. 5,
Mayo
Virginia
Ryan
Robert
Fulton; Mrs Julia Cooley, rit.
-Easy Payments
--Plus-1, Fulton. I.ut her Pickens. Rt.
ISLAND IN THE SKY
1, Wingo, Ben Gossum, Rt. I.
With John Wayne
Water Valle) Mrs. J. K Roth_
NIXINS. HOLMAN ery. Rt I. Water
Valley; B. B.
SATURDAY--SEPT 29
Stephenson, Fulton; Otis Lusk.
TENNESSEE PARTNERS
Hickman: Thrney Davie, HickAND FIELDS
(In Color)
man: Mrs. G C Richardson, FulWith John Payne
MINX EtANCROPT•PAT CROWLXY
ton. Mrs Mike Fry, Fulton; Fred
Second Feature
D Worth, Fulton; Tom Proves.
—1.111aWallCO—
NAKED ALIBI
a' on
Lucian Wilkins, nilHickman:
At- ma.
_
Sterling Havden
ton.
Third Feature
asallAIERSIMAKS,issawassma • A UNRUSALIRESIATIOWLPlCI
SLAVE GIRL
Phone
JOP Main St
Haws Memorial.-Yvonne DeC.arlo
Extra Added: Nat "King Cole Story
Benjaman Todd, Hickman, S.
SUN. - MON — OCT. 1-2
A Hagler, Fulton, Robert Bell,
In Cinemascope and Technicolor
REVOLT OF MAMIE STOV1111
A.
!Fulton;
S.
CrutchWaggener,
Latest News and On The Boardwalk!!
FOR SALE- Four Coleman floor field, W A. Bizzle, Fulton: Tom
(In Color)
furnaces, oil burning. All in Work, Dukedom, George Elopps, Jane Russell - Richard Egan
Cinecolor Parade
excellent operating condition; Fulton; Hazel Waters, Fulton;
—plus—
Dozen
only reason for selling is re- Peggy Counce. Fulton.; Mrs.
NIGHT PEOPLE
placed by natural gas. Sell at Wayne Dyaseee, East Alton, Ill:
(In Color)
bargains. Call 152, Fulton.
Mrs. Millard Maxie, Dresden.
Gregory Peck
Doz.
STOVEPIPE, elbows, dampers, Mrs. Rosey Harrison, Fulton,
3-4
Miss
Ludora
Rowland,
—OCT
Pilot
WED
rF-S
T1
stove boards, etc. Exchange
20 7 Oak; Mrs. Zebbie Morris, Ful- THREE SABAH'S AND A Gnu.
Company,
Furniture
2 for 25c
ton: Mrs. Hassell Williams, FulChurch Street, Fulton.
(In Color)
CrutchMrs
F
B
ton:
Moore,
Jane Powell - Gordon McRae
field; Hillicm Nelson, Dukedom:
Doz. 98c
—plus-WELDING—FABRICATING'
Mrs Ray Jackson, Cayce; Mrs
DARK
JOHNNY
inch
10c
WAYMATIC REGULATOR Elvira Owens, Fulton.
(In Color)
COMPANY
White and ram exceptionally large.
Tony Curtis -Piper Laura
Tune to WFUL for local News
PHONE 1866
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(LASSIFED ADS

Week-End SPECIALS

HOSPITAL NEWS

BEAUTIFUL''WOOLENS
MIRACLE BLENDS

DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTER MATERIALS

Fulton Fabric Shop

+11:4"

UK THE
PROUD LIND

AI a/Alm
:

PLANT

DUTCH
A
;V
BULBS

AUDIE MURPHY

II

NOW!

69c
$119

TUUP BULBS
HYACINTH BULBS

..

DAFFODILS

Electric—Acetylene
Spot Welding
We Specialize In Field Service
And Shop Work'
Welders:
L A SIMPSON
T. J. EASTERWOOD
Next to
SONNE MADDEN
GARAGE AND DAVIS
STOCK PEN
FARM FOR SALE — 40 acres
good land, with housse. Located in Graves County, Ky.,
on milk route, school bus
route. Two miles from Dukedom, Tenn., on gravel road; I
mile north'of State Line highway. Write: Mrs. Kathleen
Golden, Box 22, Homewood,
Illinois.

CROCUS BULBS

Dces. 49c

'1
Located 3 Miles North of Fulton on Highway 51

Wednesday and Thursday at 7:00 and 8:45
"Gypsy Colt" in color plus Kartoon Kasnival

Week-End Specials

FRIDAY 7 SATURDAY 7 SUNDAY

4-PIECE PLASTIC CANISTER SET $1.69

(Also Monday Nile For Colored Wily)

TERRITORY SHOWING

1st
of a brand nets color hit coming direct
from Warner Theatre in downtown Memphis

A real special: regularly $2.49

24—INCH OVAL LOOP SCATTER RUGS
39c

GriPHEUV
AIR CONDITIONED,

Rubberized back!
each
3 for

$1.00

POLYETHYLENE PWTIC
DISH DRAINER TRAY

THITR -FRI -SAT

Regularly $1.98
WEEK END SPECIAL!

$1.29
ARTIFICIAL WAX FRUIT 15c. $1.59 doz.

A ISIVERSALATERNATIONAl F%11/11
-----and1,
.

ICJ
BROMFI(tD
OR

tOGS9'WO . .. Shown is one shining
example from our %ibrantly exciting fall collection
tiChtt011T suits • .. this one in Lions
.
Flf
with self piped detailing ... jewel highlighted ...

of

Me. A4A!OLY4f/7,Y

C0111

10,

CRAY
DAVI

( hapter 13 of Sea Hound and
Cartinon--,ivate Eye Pooch
SUNDAY - MONDAY

Fine assortment of natural-looking apples,
oranges, grapes, pears, peaches or bananas.
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY
PLAN
A small down payment and convenient regular payments makes buying easy at:

to arcing
THE PROUD ONES

300 Main St.

no
A COT "tut
A 140y•

all new fall colors ... sizes 10-20.

Clarice Shop

4
4.
*
corer
CA

MUM PM
TIMMS SATO
11791171101812

0111

David Brian
James Arness

Lanai

EXTRA ADDED ACTION FEATURE

Starring Kirby grant and Chinook (the dog)

Fulton
WEI/NE-SI/AV
TI.1-:-',1)AY
Arid April in l'“rnigal

Open 6:30 — Action Feature 7:00 and 9:45
Main Show About 8:15

BALDRIDGE'S
•. 10 - 25 STORE

FULTON

union to a
toothpicks. Ai
, the juice of
lend, with

the

f the meat
What Pat told Mike
and
Mike's reaction to it has long
been considered uproarious, but
particularly
not
significant
Now, John E. Gibson, in the Ocleber Reader's Digest, reveals
science finds considerable importance in the way you react
to jokes

sense of humor goes hand-in hand with a well-balanced personality. On the other hand, the
man who seldom sees anything
amusing in jokes is likely to be
maladjusted. Ile may actually be
emotionally ill

A keen sense of humor may
mean that you are smarter than
Studies at Yale University inyour neighbor, though you may
dicate that a well-developed laugh
only moderately A man
who habitually laughs loudest
and longest may not posesa an
acute sense of humor at all. He
often doesn't get the point, and
laughs to cover it up.

WED - TIIURS
THESE WILDER YEARS
James Cagno
Barbara Stanwyck
S-DAYS
FRI. SAT. SUN., MON..
Tt`ES
Bing t'rsby
Frahk Sinatra
Giace Kelly
-HIGH SOCIETY".
(*teeing Next
WED THURS -FRI
Jarni•s Mason
Itaihara Rush
RIGGER THAN UM

Puns' They're all right in
noderation, we're all addicted to
them. But watch out Recent
l'niversity of Michigan studies
indicate the excessive punster
may be suffering from strogg
personality conflicts.
The article, condensed from
Journal of Lifetime Living, reveals an unsuspected cache of
psychological treasure in the innocent joke. It quotes one leading authority: "Show me how a
man reacts to humor and I'll tell
you how he reacts to life"
Favorite jokes which disparage women, or which boast of
Cr exaggerate romatic conquests,
were found by the late Dr A A.
BrilL famed psychoanalyst, to
indicate fear of the opposite sex,
or apprehensions regarding masculine adequacy.
Another
psychoanalyst, Dr.
Martin Grotjahn of the Univerity of Southern California, has
found that persons who can't re-

member )okt.s can't remember
their dreams either; the same
subconscious censoring mechanism affects both.
In psychological tests at Purdue University, persons who
rated high in sense of humor
tests also tended to make high
iritelligecne test scores. Other
university studies have likewise
shown that it is not the most
serious and sober-minded students who average • the best
grades. The highest soolastic
standings are more likely to be
achieved by those with a welldeveloped sense of humor.
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"For I am one of the lucky
one who are granted the °opportunity to prepare for death,"
wrote Mazel Bleck Andre for the
Farm Journal a few weeks before her death at 42 of cancer.
Her remarkable document of
selflessness, courage and cheerful preparation is condensed in
the October Reader's Digest.
Of her last year of life, Mrs.
Beck, whose husband is Dean
of Agriculture at Iowa State
College, says, "What a wonderful year it was! Maybe because
my husband and I knew there
was a chance I wouldn't be
around, life became more precious. We crowded in extras,
things we might otherwise have
postponed
. "

Specialist Second Class Roger R. Gafford, son of Mrs. Eva
Gafford, Fulton, Ky., recently
participated in a 1st Infantry Division Army training 'test at
Fort Riley, Kan.
Specialist
Gafford,
whose
wife, Lena, is now living in Manhattan, Kan., is a cook in 3d
Battalion Headquarters C o mA glorious camping, hiking
pany of the division's 18th Regiand fishing trip in the Grand
ment.
In. the Army since 1940, he ar- Tetons. Acquiring a farm. A
rived at Fort Riley. from an as- riding horse.
signment in Stuttgart, Germany.
But it was a year of preparalion, too. The children had to be
Sell the easy way -Want Ads! told—a girl of 17, a girl 13 and

a boy of 12. They took it difMr and Mrs. E. W. Cruce of
ferently, but they were preLos Angeles, Calif., are visiting
pared.
Mrs. Andre's minister gave Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker and
A record breaking total of
her a book — John Baillie's A Mr. and Mrs. Al Croce of Cayce.
Mrs. Clara Simon of Memphis 2,084 students registered for the
Diary of Private Prayer — in
which she quickly found the an- spent last weekend with Mr. and fall semester at Murray State
swer to her chief concern — for Mrs. Harry Tucker and visited OCollege by the Monday deadline
with other relatives in Fulton. for entering classes, announced
her family. One prayer said•
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Heater, regisFriends and relatives visiting
"I am content to leave all my
trar.
dear Mee to Thy care, believing in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Al
The figure tops that of last
that Thy love for them is great- gCruce last Sunday were Mrs. fall's
1,897 by 187, which is apClara
Simon
Memphis,
Mr.
of
ei than my own"
proximately a ten percent inAt the close of the article, and Mrs. John Turner of Mem- crease for the y.•ar Murray enMrs. Andre says: "I have no re- phis, Mrs. Callie Latta, Miss rolled 1,665 in 1954 and 1,500
grets — my life has been rich Adolphus Latta, Mr and Mrs. In 1953. The current enrollment
and full; I have loved every Oscar Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs. represents a 29 percent gain
minute of it. But if I were to Harry Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Joe over the fall of 1953
live it over .
I would get clos- Faulkner, Mr and Mrs. Walter
Included in the 2.,084 figure
er to people faster. When death Bequette and Mr. and Mrs. are 196 Saturday class students
Kiethly
Cruce.
is imminent we open our hearts
Not included is the Training
quickly and wide.
school which has 467 students.
A variety of common wheat,
"I would live each day as if
The 2,084 figure of this fall
it were my last one, as I am do- lasted as Chinese Spring+, has exceeded the estimates of colbeen
"fixed"
plant
breeding lege officials who had fowast
in
ing now:
work with resistance to 22 rac- 2000,
students on the basis of
The value of U. S. farm lands es of wheat rust.
a tight housing situation.
was up 4 Percent in the year
er.ding March, 19t.
Sell the easy way—Want Ads'

BEN FRANKLIN
SELECT NOW FOR CHRISTMAS,
SAVE UP TO $2 DURING OUR...

*A small *spoon holds
your choice ... behoove*
in lulsY Orbyrrsootel

i ABOVE

Susan stroller,

23 Inches tall. She walks,
turns

head, bends

knees,

tva, action Iry

I A ItOVEI : Walking Bride
moving eyee crying yoke.

4 .2•344 as WFULtonland
OUTER
CIRCLE

41,830 Populatio
AM COVERA
'
GE $620,398,
n Sales
000 Retail

INNER
CIRCLE

FM COVERAGE

265,000 Population
$248,000,000 Retail Sales

I
CAYCE W. S. C. S.
TO SPONSOR
CHILE SUPPER
The W.S.C.S. of Cayce church
met Tuesday night in the home
of Mrs. Murrell Jeffree. Mrs.
Chester Wade, president, presided over the meeting and Mrs.
Clyde Linder gave the devotional The program "Our Goal
and Theme" was given by
Jim Purse11, Mrs. M. C. Bonclurant, Mrs. James McMurrey, Mrs.
LeRoy Pointer and Mrs. Jefl
free.
After" the business and the
treasure reports plans were made
for a chile supper to be given
on October 5, in the church
basement. Following the supper
there will be a sale of articles
each member will select and donate to this sale.
There were eleven members
and five visitors present. Two
new members joined.
The hostess served delicious
refteshrrient. The meeting was
dismissed by Mrs. Chester Wade.
Late cabbage, onions and green
peppers 'May be combined with
vinegar and spices to make a delicious winter relish.
•••••••••••

/Hearing Aid Batteries!
Complete Line
For all makes of hearing
Visit our Hearing Aici Depart
ment at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
108 Lake Street
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Chocolate Smoothie

Phone 74

II:SUCCESSFUL

HOMEMAKING

by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky

Orange-colored v e get able s, usually have a better flavor than
such as winter squash and car- %ery large ones
rote, are good sources crf Vitamin A. Medium-sized vegetables

Utilities

DEWEY JOHNSON

Most everyone will agree, soft yet flatteringly warm efthere's something of an artist in fect, colors in the room's decor
every woman especially when will remaln related to colors as
she's choosing colors for home you remember them under orAll types of insurance
furnishings, make-up, clothing, dinary light. The change is one
home furnishings,4- or *ben- color you feel as well -as see, becsiese4 'SAVE ! -GET our
combinations she -most prefers room colors are vitalized and
PACKAGE DEAL
in the family car.
made more interesting.
Now, she can even "paint with
Now, with the new "Colorem-Covering everything"
light." The new "Coloramic" ic"• bulbs which are luscious pasline of "Sky Blue," "Dawn tels when unlighted and give
309 East Walnut St.
Pink," "Sun Gold," and "Spring soft tinted light when turned on,
Phone IN
Fulton, K.
Green" bulbs gives you a com- holmemalcers
can
transform
pletely new choice of color in translucent white shades Into
light. By merely _changing all harmonizing pastel tones with
of your light bulbs in a room to the mere flick of a switch.
set of the new colored bulbs,
Best of all, the average living
you can create changes in color, room can be transformed with
atmosphere and seasonal effects,. light for a new personaliti with
As:roas From The
Whether she chooses "Dawn a complete set of blubs for about
Coca-Cola Plant
Pink" which gives an intimate $1.50.
feeling to her room; "Sun Gold"
that glows like sunset; "Spring I U. S. plant isispctctors last
Green" with its soft, cool result year stopped about 5,900 diseasas gentle as this verdant season, es by
quarantining infested
or "Sky Blue" with itts cool,'shipments at entry points.

III

I

THE MOAB
Allf04ATIC
. WAS/iflt
•
Iles&

u5ek
ow down pay mnistab2
i_
and Easy Terns

BENNETT ELECTRIC
t11

"sale

_Main

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

Serve thly easy-to-make chocolate
test ease and
will probably become •family favorit•PR.cliclagi the real eb000lati
flavor, it is creamy smooth and is especially good topped with
little fluff of whipped cream.
As combination chef and cleanup committee, you'll be Interested
In the fact that this is mixed and cooked in the mum pot. Actlo=
g
do is combine the sugar, flour and salt, in the top of a
boiler, add milk and unsweetened chocolate and wok.
Couldn't
easier—or smoother—or more delicious.
Easy Chocolate Pudding
% cup sugar
8 cups milk
6 tablespoons flour
3 squares unswostined &cedes,
14 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
Combine sugar, flour, and salt in top of double boiler, tads/
thoroughly. Add milk gradually, stirring constantly. Add eh000.
late. Place over boiling water and cook until ahocolate If melted
and mixture is thick and well-blended, stirring *owl:Italy. 'rhea
continue cooking 10 minutes stirring occasionally. Add venflkh
Chill and serve with cream. Yakima 6 servings.

Lake Street Eat
;.;

PLENTY FREE

All Favorite Brands

PARKING!

11111.1111•111•11111111MIN111111•111111MINIMIBP

8•••MOW
•••,.101.

IOW

C.

natural gas means

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPT. 28th - SEPT. 29th

BUSY-NESS in the

•

BIG RIVER REGION

FULTON MOBILE
MILLING COMPANY

4
•

••••••

•

Join us in the Grand Opening of our new stove. We are
proud to be a member of the Dixie Hilts Dealer Organiza-

a,
•••

tion. Dixie Feeds are scientifically prepared feeds that produce more meat., milk and eggs from your livestock and
poultry. DIXIE FEEDS mean BETER FOODS and MORE
PROFITS for you. See us Friday and Saturday, September

Ape'

J

28th and 29th.

%oft
••••••.

ist Ilk RAY

9/wited
FREE — Gifts For The Children

FREE — Popcorn, FREE Drinks

FREE — Attendance Prizes

FREE — Special Door Prizes.

1st - Deep Fat Fryer

I.

2nd - Electric Skillet

BE SURE AND GUESS ON OUR

3rd Propane Torch Set

FAMOUS BEAN JAR.

1%444

•••••..

See The Mobile Mill Demonstrated
FRIDAY
1:00 P. M.

For eight years — the Texas Gas pipeline system has been
serving the
Big River Region. In this short period — Texas Gas has fueled
increasingly
healthy business throughout this vital eight-state area.

SATURDAY
11:00 A M AND 2:00 P

Since 1948, industrialists and homeowners in just the 130 counties
of the Big River Region served by Texas Gas have spent more than
$3 billion foi
plant and home construction. Our total investment has been nearly a
quarter of
a billion dollars, including $24 million this year alone. Our payroll, costs
of
materials, etc., pour into the Region another $7 million dollars annually,
most of
it spent right where we work and live.

SPECIAL'- FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY -SPECIAL!
(Limit: One To A Customer)

PEEBLLS CALF-KIT MILK REPLACER
25 LBS. — $3.75 CASH
GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

750A

Good For
$7.50 discount on every
Ton of
DIXIE BETTER FEEDS
purchased ofi car on Fri.
,
or Sat. Sept. 28 & 29th.
This Offer Expires 5:30 p. m. Sat.
September 29th.

I)

Industry to the tune of millions of dollars has found the Region the
ideal place to locate. More plants, more investments will follow — drawn
by
the advantages the Region offers for industrial growth, for living. Texas
Gas
tells this story to industrialists everywhere, every day, and is convincing many
that the Big River Region is where they want to expand.

FULTON MOBILE
MILLING COMANY

The past has been good The future looks better. Our continual,
ever-increasing reinvestment in the Big River Region best shows our confidence
In its future.

This Coupon

East State Line

•
(Across Railroad from Swift Plant)

fULION, KENTUCKY

-e

PAP
ah.

TEXAS GAS

0
.
42'

•astvit.•

Till

RigPivot

st •
,ON

TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION
General Offices, Owensboro, Kir

a

.-

• PLEASANT VIEW
Mrs. George Elliott •
The W M U of Pleasant View
met Saturday afterrumi at the
church This was a special program on State missions. A very
enjoyable program was conducted.
Milton Nelson had a most
misfortunate accident, Monday
afternoon, when his arm became
caught in a corn picker and a
part of it was cut off.
Mrs. Sallie Starks is critically
lfl at her home suffering from
a stroke.
Wilton Holt and Basil Watkins who are employed in Pennsylvania came home this weekend to spend a few days with
their families.
Mrs Lena Cashon spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Jackson. Mr and Mrs.
Jasper
Elliott
were
dinner
guests in the Jackson horn,- Sunday.
Weldii School will have their
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DEATHS

Mrs. Senia Provow Thompson
d:ed Wednesday at 12.20 p.m.
SIDNEY J. STOVER
at the Fulton Hospital after a
Sidney J. Stover died at his Band Instruments
A. C. ROLLINS
lingering illness.
home north of Martin, Tennessee
The parents of South Fulton
She
was
born*
June
23,
1870
Rollins
of
C
A
Montreal,
Schools will meet Thursday
:amide Passed away Sunday, near Huntingdon, Term., the early Wednesaay morning from
ieptember 16, at his home due daughter of the late Francis M. a long illness. Ile was born in night at 7:30 p.m., September 27,
and Mary Ann Horsley Provow. Obion, Tennessee, October 26, in the South Fulton Gymnasium
o a heart attack.
for a band instrument display.
She united with the Methodist 1887. He was 72
Mr. Rollins was a retired
All parents interested in having
Church early in life at Antioch
He
was
married
to
Miss
E..!rhulroad foreman for Canadian
near Crystal, Tenn., and remain- tie Baily and to this union six their children take . instrument
4ational Railroad Company of
ed a faithful member until her children were born. He was ac- instructionis are invited to at
:7-anada.
•
• tend this meeting.
death.
tive in farm work until
his
The display will be conducted
She was married to William B. health gave way,
His wife' Mrs Alma Ftnilins.
neeeeded him in death March
by a re presentative from Timm's
ThompsonOctober
on
29, 1901,
He
of
Gardner
was
a
member
I IZ2. He leaves one son, Wil-Furniture
Store. Union City,
who preceded her in death in Methodist Church where the fuRollin.- ,,f Montreal,
Jam H
1934. To this union seven dill- neral services were held Friday, Tenn.
two sisters, Mrs Eva Sanders dren were born. One son
Mr. Arthur Roman, Band Didied in Sept. 21, at 2:00 p.m. Rev. Frankof Crutchfield and Mrs Berts early youth.
rector, of the South Fulton High
In Cooley and Alvin Gilliand
2onner of Chicago, Ill., one
Funeral services were held officiated. Burial wan in Geu'd- School band is planning a large
Drother, D. P. Rollins of Akron,
beginning band class for the
at the
e Horn beak Funeral Home, ner Cemetery with W. W. Jones
Dhio, a neice, Mrs C. D. Host_
Saturday morning at 11 o'clock, and Sons Funeral Home in 1956-57 school year.
ings of Crutchfield, a nephew,
conducted by Rev. Roy Shepherd charge.
CHICAGO--To prevent any possible shortages of LP-Gas this
lames Maxwell of Detroit and a of Water Valley, Ky., and Rev.
Council
urges
small
town,
and
LP-Gas
rural,
National
winter, the
He leaves his wife, three sons,
other relatives and L L Kingston.
of
lost
suburban lasers of the fuel to fill their storage tanks as soon as
Elbert Stover, Chicago, Ill;
triends.
possibie--outelnly before the end of the month. By doing go they
She leaves two daughters, Mrs. Chester and P.ay Stover both of
Ills sister, Mrs. Sanders left Iva Glasoo of Fulton and Mrs.*
will moue themselves of a source of dependable fuel—regardless
Martin. Three daughters; Mrs.
of weather meditions--througboot the winter.
tor Montreal to attend the fu- Nellie Childers of Water Valley,
Euil Vich, Chicago; Mrs. James
The council also urges consumers to be sum their storage tanks
neral which was at the Catholic four sons, Homer Thompson of
Vich, F'ulton; Mrs. Sybil Wright,
are adequate for their individual LP-Ga.s mods.
Church in Rosemount Montreal, East St. Louis, Ill., Lillard, WilPalmersville, 15 grandchildren,
As a guide to Deers, the above map shows the average tank elm
he
was
which
a
of
member
foe
Buster
Thompson
of
and
lie
needed for home heating in six weather sone.. Them gime will also
one brother, Chal Stover of
many
years.
five
brothCalif.,
Angeles,
Los
amaze an adequate supply of LP-Gas for other meg including cookMartin; two sisters, Mrs. Curtis
ing, automatic water heating, refrigeration, incineration, and clothes
ers, Tom Provow of Hickman, Long, Martin, and Mrs. J. C.
Provow
Homer
Roy, Neeley and
Covington of Fulton.
MRS. IDA LITTLE
ing
o determine the approximate tank size you need1 check the gal,
of East St. Louis, Ill., and Jim
Sewing Machine?
lonage figures on the map in your weather sone. If your present
p.m. Provow of Birmingham, Ala.,
Services
were
held
2
at
tank size does not correspond, ask your LP-Gas dealer to analyse
Go to Church Sunday!
Sunday, September 23, at Water eight grandchildren and 8 great
your specific need, to determine the correct tank sise for your home.
,
Valley Methodist Church for grandchildren.
Kenneth R. D. Wolfe, president of the council, pointed out that
-Alt Mrs. Ida Baker Little, 75, who
spot shortages occurred in some sections of the country last winter
.
A little vinegar and sugar
. died at 6 a.m. Saturday at Waas the result of prolonged cold weather. He said that many of them
1
1
,
shortages would not have occurred if consumers had made full use
heated together makes a good
ter Valley.
I
tanks
by
filling them early. Bulk LP-Gas dealers
of their home
or cabbeans
green
for
dressing
l
!
Ralph
Rev.
The
Champion of•
would then have been able to empty and refill their bulk plant storficiated. Burial was in the Stan- age, with or without a few taage facilities before the winter peak.
%1I
cream.
blespoons
of
,Chapel (•(•metery
w it n
ley
Because of the steel strike it is even more important for con;
-...•mall.11
:
i
< r-7---.-i•White-Ranson Funeoll Home of
sumers to fill their tanks early this year, Wolfe said. The strike cur'IP
Supers
The British Food Fair has
tailed production of tanks, tank cars, and trucks vitally needed to
Union City in charge
c-asked for 25,000 pounds of frozhandle Increased LP-Gas production and demand. Sales of LP-Gas
--..
Mrs. Little, who had made her
f
en frankfurters from the United
were up 17 per cent in 1966 and are expected to be even higher
home with her daughter, Mrs.
in 1968.
States to feed those attending
Hulan Boyd for the past 10 the pair.
.
1
..j.,
years, was born May 21, 1881, .
- --Nimiimmilk
.1110
annual Fair on Saturday of this
near Waverly, Tenn.. daughter
i
week Everyone come out and I
of Stanford and Martha Johnkg MC Maneurellee sell er visit
son Baker. Mrs. Little moved to
help make this fair a success
the Midway community in ObMr and Mrs Minaret Nanney It's A Girl:
map
and Mrs Nanney's mother of 1 Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. ion county in 1922.
T
po
isup
siall
61
Besides her daughter, Mrs.
Detroit are v uoting relatives Kenneth Mizell of Moses Lake,
Washington. on the birth of a Boyd, Mrs. Little is survived by
here.
!
5
,
4 41
Illusdr to ona.M $
homelike. and lima Istat•
Mike Nanney left -,Vednesday seven pound, six ounce daugh- another daughter, Miss Vera
diant".One
Fel' Best Service In Fire . ' . asap --•be s•apais
for Clearwater, Florida, if his ter. born September 22- She has May Little of Water Valley; a
step-daughter, Mrs. George Wills
. smutslap•e• JEN
'BLACK
and Automobile Insurance
health improves there his fami- been aluslid °"
"
1 Itance•
Mrs. Mizell was the former of Woodland Mills; a son,
Iy will join hun later
SIM
Last Sunday week Mr and Shelby Lawson, daughter of George W. Little of Water ValEzchang• Furnitur• Co.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Mrs. John R. Melton and Mr Mr and Mrs. Hubert Lawson of ley; a brother, Henry Baker of
Phone
35
Church St
Nashville; two grandchildren
and Mrs Ocus Melton motored Fulton.
Phone 36 or 667
and five step-grandchildren.
to Dover, Tennessee. They re—
ported a most wonderful sight-Congratulations at. and Mrs.
seeing trip.
Blankenship of Fulton Alton Barnes of Birmingham,
Mrs
will give • book study at Pleas- Ala., on the birth of a son. Tintant View Thursday night. It is ()thy Lee was born September
sponsored by the W.M.U. All 24, and weighed seven pounds,
members are urged and expect- 13% ounces.
Mrs. Barnes is the former Ann
ed to be present and visitors are
Smooth daughter of Mr. and
welcome
Maurine Thomas attended a Mrs. Buford Sisson and Mr.
shower Saturday afternoon in Berries is the son of Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Ray in honor Mrs. Hugh Barnes of Fulton.
(it Mr and Mrs. Charles EdSell the easy way—Want Ads!
ward Ray.

LP-Gas Tank Size Guide

South Fulton Shows

DID YOU
OW THAT
you can own

a new

Save Space, Install a

Coleman

NECCHI

tfri

WALL HEATER
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georpet al warmth cc
roar floors
. have
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Isle the wall between
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The Parade Is On-- To Our Great

Employee Event!
NYLON HOSE

POLO SHIRTS
C
pr

Reg. 79c!
Long sleeve shirts of good quality cotton knit. Choice of colorful stripes — all completely
washfast. Sizes 3 to 8.

C

COTTON

KEN'S

BLANKETS

SWEAT SHIRTS

Terrific Bargains!
soft, thickly napped cotton in
lovely plaids of rose, blue, green,
Whip-stitched edges
or cedar
for extra durability Full 60" x
78" size

99

C

Qa.criLi -

Reg. $1.49!
heavy cotton, slightly fleeced
00
inside. Neck is nylon-reinforced
to prevent stretching.
or
sleeves, knit cuffs. White
Long1
.
silver-grey
SI7P,ft small, rnedturn, large.
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Reg. $7.99 Genuine Horsehide

f/fORK ,SHOES
A super -Special! Tough. acidseamless
leather,
resistant,
hack, leather tongue, goodyear
welt construction, cushion in
Si7eg 6 to 12

Reg. $1.99 doz.!
soft, durable birdseye woven
cotton — extra absorbent Full
big 27 inches square Limit of 2
dozens to a custhmer

All Items On Sale

THURS. -_-.
88
Pr

•

58
doz

SAT.

or as long as quantities last
See Our Big
EIGHT PAGE CIRCULAR
for man* other values!
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Values up to $1.49 yd.!
Lengths I -yard to 10-yards long.
36-inches to 41-inches wide -•
for all sorts of sportswear. skirts,*
Jackets, pants Choler of 12
beautiful colors
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unix BOY'S

FIRST QUALITY
Reg. 69c pr.!
Sheer yet durable 5I-gauge, 15denier New Fall shades: blush
dawn, burnished sun, red fox
/
2 to 11 1.1mit of 3 pairs
Sizes 81
to a customer.
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guests

Jimmy of Louisville Mrs. Tommy Strange and daugh- Mary Louise Gomm, Haw
in their home last ter of Memphis spent the week- Vowel, Donna Homra and Betend with his parents, Helen and ty Jo Campbell . . .
week . .
Howard Strange and her mothMary Frances Roberts, June
Fred Whitnel of Cincinnati, er, Mis. Whayne Meacham.
Mr and Mrs. G B Butterworth McKinney and Mrs. Glyn OwOhio has been a guest of his
family in Fulton for the past and Mrs. G. B. Butterworth ensby gave a lovely pre -nuptial
week. Last Saturday, Fred, Ann spent the weekend with friends party laft Wednesday afternoon
complimenting Sara Moss, popuWhitnel, Win, Margaret and in Pulaski, Tennessee.
a trip
enjoyed
Whittiel
Linesia
lar bride-elect of Charles AnBy Mary Nelle Wright
together when they went down
Joan Hornira entertained her derson of Louisville, Ky.
to Nashville and attended the bridge club Thursday night at
The News writes social happenings about you and
The delightful affair was givVand,y-University of Georgia her home on West Street. Jane en at the A. B. Roberts home
your friends (Listen To Airwave Diary' Thursday,
football game. While there, they Smith and Mrs. Bobby Scates on Jackson Street.
9145 A. M., Over WFUL)
visited with their nephew, Jim- were guests to the club.
For 'the occasion the house
my Whitnel, who is a junior at
Barbara Smith was high scor- was beautifully decorated with
by-way-of the er for the games and Cissy Hat- colorful arrangementts of fall
"Never speak of days as dull" — is a good philosophy Vanderbilt. And
grapevine — we heard that all
to pattern one's life by. And there is a gentleman who of the Whitnels were simply field was second high. Mrs. flowers. The dining room table
Scates won the bridge bingo.
was overlaid with a cutwork
has surely applied these wise words tt his life — be- PLEASED over THAT game beAfter the games the hostess cloth and held as its central apcause we know that Oswald Croft — in all of his EIGH- cause they are ALL avid Vandy served cake and coffee to the pointment a crystal epergne filled
fans. (So are WE.) Fred re- players Members playing were with pink carnations and green
TY year span of life has had very few DULL days.
turned to Cincinnatti Sunday Barbara Smith, Cissy Hatfield, candles.
Last Sunday Oswald celebrat- Beard of Martin.
night.
.Toan Baird, Mrs Don Nelson,
Open faced sandwiches. cooked his eightieth birthday — and
Mrs. Jerry Warren and Billie ies, nuts, mints and cokes were
a happy one it was! All of his Here and There—
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Whelen of l'aylor.
served.
children, except one, were here
Virginia and Bill Welch of
The gu ---4 honor wore a
to join in the celebration. Wil- Owensboro, Ky. spent last week Jacksonville, Fla., visited his
The girls up at the telephone stunning fall model which she
liam Dudley and wife, Gladys, in Fulton. Bill, you remember, mother, Mrs. J. S. Pope and Mr
came from near Memphis. This was manager of the Fulton The- Pope last week at their home on office had a lovely dinner for Lad selected from her trousseau.
Wanda McClanahan recently. It Her gift corsage complemented
fine couple have devoted the atre several years ago and is Vine Street .
major part of their lives to the now manager of a theatre in
Paula DeMyer left last week was a "going away" party be- her frock.
The hossesses presented the
education field in the state of Owensboro. They visited Vir- to enter the University of Mis- cause Wanda will leave her duTennessee. William Dudley is ginia's parents, Ernest and Jes- ssissippi where she is a sopho- ties here at the local office in honoree with a beautiful guest
superintendent of Bolton School sie Brady on Cedar Street. They more. Paula is majoring in ele- the near future and will join gift. About thirty friends called
her husband in Abilene. Texas between the hours of three and
out east of Memphis and Gladys also were guests of her sister, mentary education . . .
where they will make their five
teaches at Bartlett. How well Josephine Omar and Morgan
Betty Lou Davis, daughter, of home. About 19 of Wanda's
we remember the days when Ornar . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Davis, re- friends attended the gay affair
Gladys Simons was hostess to
Gladys taught music in her
Everyone in Fulton will miss turned to Union University last and
she was given a nice gift. her club Thursday afternoon at
"studio" out on the east State Elizabeth Payne this winter be.
.
sophomore
.
week. She is a
We hope Wanda will enjoy be- her home in Highlands Two taLine road.
cause. she left last week for Lit- Bobby Craven, a junior at Muring a "Texan" and we believe bles of bridge enjoyed
the
Betty, Oswald's oldest daugh- tle- Rock ,Ark, to be with her ray State College left Sept. 12 that she will — because they games. Guests to the club were
ter, hopped on a plane and came daughter, Elizabeth McConnell to re-enter the college. Bobby is say that Texas is just t h e Laverne Varden and Elizabeth
and husband, Murray for the the son of Mr. and Mrs. V. L.
down from Washington. D
NEAREST thing to KENTUCKY Rice.
where she has been employed winter months. Last week Eliza- Craven. . .
— when it comes to WONDERMyrtle B. McCollum won high
beth
visited
friends
in
Memphis
for many years at the Library
FUL people .
score and Laverne Varden won
Irene and Bob White, Ruby
of Congress. Mary and husband, before going over to Arkansas.
guest high Elizabeth Rice won
Capt. Cromwell Hammack, came We hope she will have an en- and Maxwell McDade have reMarilyn
Stokes, entertained bridge bingo.
from Kentucky Military Acad- joyable winter and we feel cer- turned from Lexington where her Wednesday Bridge Club at
At the conclusiqn irf the games
emy at Lyndon, Ky. Capt. Ham- tain that she will because we they attended the LT K.-Georgia her home on Court Drive last the hostess served delicious hot
mack is an instructor there and know how much she loves the Tech game on Saturday . . Mr. week
gingerbread and apple cider to
Guy Brown were
Mary serves as librarian of the McC-onnell's two little girls . . . and Mrs
Jean Sensing won high score the players
Alton
Mrs.
guests of Mr. and
school.
prize and Betty Vowell won secAve Love and Howard Flake Henderson in Mayfield Satur- ond high.
Marilyn served a deMr and Mrs Paul Puckett.
Ralph Croft and wife, Mary of Jackson were visitors in
day ... Ottway Paschall of San- licious sandwich plate and cokes who were recently wed, were
called Oswald from their home town over the weekend. They
ta Rosa, California is visiting his
in Huntington Park, California, divided their time with her sister, Mrs Myrtle Kuykendall to eight members. Those who honored Thursday night with a
attended were Martha Moore, surprise supper and shower givSunday to share In the festivities mother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver and
. Mr and Mrs Lonnie Wood Sara Nelle Jones, Jean Sensing, en by their many friends and
'with the family.
Sook Weaver Cullum and fami- and son. Whayne have returnWe think that Oswald is, per- ly . . Jane and Spud Edwards, ed to their home in Williamshaps, one of the best known — Martha and Bubba Hale of Hick- burg. Va.. after a visit with Mr.
as well as best loved men any- man went up to Kentucky Lake and Mrs. Charles Ray Brown .
where around here. He probab- Saturday for a nice outing. They Roma Satterfield has an interly inherits this "zest for living" played golf at Kentucky Lake esting course scheduled for this
from his mother and father. His Village and spent the night at year. Roma left Sunddy for
Mr. and Pasadena. Calif. where she will
mother was the former Mary the Hales' cottage
Elizabeth Roberts and his father Mrs. James Eugene Cox and enroll as a student at the Pasawas the well-known Capt. Con- children, James Michael and dena Playhouse. Her mother and
grave Croft. Capt. Croft was in Sandra Jean, have returned to dad. Mrs and Mrs. T. A. Satterthe 31st Tennessee Regiment in their home in Detroit, after vis- field accompanieed her to-Memthe Civil War and was a true iting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. phis.
Confederate soldier and lover of Ray Cox on the Martin HighRoma has attended Murray
the South. He served far many way
State fiir the past two years
years as Captain of Camp Pirtle
where she majored in dramatics.
Nell Fall and Nora Alexander She has appeared in plays at the
local camp which held its meetings in the old Collins Build- were visitors in Jackson. Ten- Summer Theatre at Kentucky
Lake nessee last week
on
(Baldridge's)
.
Mr. and Dam Village for the past two
ing
Mrs F. M. Pace and Mrs Gus years Our best wishes go to
Street.
He was a man, like his son. Smith of Memphis spent the Rorna for her success in the
Oswald, who always kept a keen weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J. dramatic field . . .
Interest in life. "Old timers" H. Pond . . Charles Trevathan.
Mr. and Mrs. John Milky are
will remember nephew of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
round Fulton
the home on Walnut Street that Davis is home for a 15-day leave spending their vacation in Panfrom the U S Naval Base at ama City, Florida
Mr and
Capt Cre t bought. It was loKey West, Florida
Joan
cated where the Willie Hornra
home now stands. The house was and Eugene Bard had a nice
Accurate
built by the Wade Mill Com- time in Memphis last week when
they were guests of Barbara
pany, lumber dealers who built
WORKMANSHIP
Ann (Tootle) and Don Samons
it in true Victorian architecture
for
a
day
or
so
.
.
Mable
and
At Low Cost
as .a "show place" to advertise
H. B. Hargrove of Nashville
Watebes, Clocks and Time
their products.
have returned home after a visit
Mese/ of AU Kinds LeenOswald's life has been a hap- with her brothers,
Frank, Ralph
rattly Repaired at Lew Cent
been
py one — but there has
and Ivan Brady and their famiby—
sadness. too His wife, and moth- lies in Fulton
. . Mr. and Mrs.
er of his children the former Bob Meredith of Country
ANDREWS
Club
Pearl Jones, preceded him in Courts enjoyed having
their son,
Jewelry
Company
death several years ago and he Robert Meredith, his
wife and
also lost a devoted son, Hugh.
But we know that this eightieth birthday was a bright spot
in Oswald's life and we wish
him and his family many more
happy days such as this. Oswald
is married to the former Flora
Darnall who came from Marshall County. The Crofts live on
the Mayfield Highway.
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Diary of Doin's

CAYCE SCHOOL
NEWS
Hello again! School has started off with a "bang" this year
and we're proud to say we're
getting in the swing of things.
The election of class officers,
queen candidates arid cheerleaders are as follows:,
Senior - Pres. — Jere"- Douglas; Vice-Pres. — Dan Weatherspoon, Sec and Treas. — Barbara Turner.
m on
Junior — Pres
relatives at their home on- Afth
Street
Those attending and sending
gifts were Mr and Mrs. James
Fuller, Mr
and Mrs. Luke
Mooney.ham and Nelle, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Henderson, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Doyle Frields and Karen. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett
and Paula. Mr and Mrs. Claud
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Puckett and Billy, Mr and Mrs.
L E Mooneyham, Jr, Mr and
Mrs. Covene Hastings, Mr and
Mrs Tillman Adams, Dr and
Mrs. Art Rudd, Mr and Mrs
Ward Bushart, Mr and Mrs.
Lee Perry, Mr and Mrs Smith
Atkins
Nell and W L. Carter have returned from a delightful visit to
Cleveland. (Stub where they visited his son, Gordon and wife,
Helen While they were there
they enjoyed seeing the Cleveland Indians defeat the Washington Senators in a baseball
game. During their visit they
were amazed to wake up one
morning to see light snowflakes
and a heavy frost over the counhome
tryside They returned
Sunday from the 10-day trip

KASNOW'S
Week-End SPECIALS

SUMMER PRICES

5
4 yd. $1

COAL
You'll Need it

BEFORE LONG-Get it NOW I
Imnsediate Delivery;

$2.59
GIRLS PRINT DRESSES
$1.98
BOY'S DRESS PANTS $5.95 value
12.98

F011111

Thane Illeinteent Lammed
Embalmers

Rubber

MATTRESS

and

MATCHING BOX SPRING
$99.50
Regular $149.50
$50.00 Trade In

3 Piece

LUGGAGE SET
$19.95
Train Case Vanity O'Nite,
O'Nite Regular

STOVE
5 PIECE DINETTE

for o complete 3 pc. ensembles

•

Ladies Orlon S.S. Pullover Sweater
Sizes 34-40 $2.98 value

5"

PHONE 7

FT.ECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

3

49c value

FUNERAL
HOME
Lneerparated

$599.95

STRIPED COTTON FLANNEL
35c yd.
GIRLS WHITE TRIPLE ROLL ANKLET
39c value
pr. $1

3

• HORNBEAK

3 ROOMS FURNITURE

Thursday — Friday — Saturday Only
COTTON PRINT
29c yd. value yd. $1

LADIES BRIEFS SIZES 5-6-7
pr. $1

SPECIAL LOW

Abouj IR teaspoon of any
dried herb will season a dish to
serve four When fresh herbs
are. used, about three times that
amount is required

Mr and Mrs. James Eugene
Cox and children. James Michael and Sandra Jean, have returned to their home in Detroit,
alter a visit with their parents
Mr and Mrs. Ray Cox
on the
Martin Highway.

/*ENGEL'S PENNANT GRO1111!'
A True Wilmer,
Style-Wise—Price-WiseI

Birthdays are "in season"
these days — because Mary Latta had one, too. A group of her
friends surprised her Monday
with a nice luncheon. Those who
attended were Ann Holland, Elsie Weaks, Pearlee Hogan, Florence Beadles, Ruby McDade,
Nelle
Mary
Baird,
Montez
Wright. Lorene Hughes of PaSucah and Mary's sister, Grace

Workman; Vice-Pres.— Calvin
Clark, Sec and Treas. and Reporter -- Brenda Harris,
Sophomore — Pres. — Judy
Jeffress; Vice-Pres - John Davie, See. and Treas. --- Pat Jettress, Reporter — Sandra Bradley.
Freshman — Pres. — Bobby
Shuff; Vice-Pres. — Kenny
Wade, Sec and Trees — Pat
Elks.
Queen Candidates — Senior—
Sandra Hale; Junior — Armen
Fowler; Sophomore — Helen
Smithmeyer; Freshman — Judy
Wolverton.
Cheerleaders — Senior--Clara
McMurry and Wanda Burns.
Junior — Joyce Hardison. Sophomore—Sara Little. Freshmen,—
Dianna Holly
The Senior class is happy to
have two of their former members back, Billy Armstrong and
Matta. Sutton.
Cayce is very happy to have
two new teachers added to our
faculty, Mrs Leslie Walker and
Mrs King Devis.'
Here's for now, see you next
time
WANDA BURNS,
Reporter

Pennants ars won by the team with the right combination of factors—Mengel': Pennant Group brings you
high style and low price ... and that's an unbeotabl•
combination for anybody looking for furniture today!
In beautiful mahogany, the Pennant Group is available In o Quicksilver (pale gray) or Almond (creamy
bins) finish.
See yours today . . . and see how you can bring
banner of beauty to your bedroom without even slightly
disturbing your budget!

Make KA SNOW'S
Your Fall Clothes Headquarters

SAVE, $.50.00

•

COMPLETE BED ROOM
LIVING ROOM GROUP

SAVE 7 SAVE - SAVE
AT WADE'S LOW PRICES

all sizes on Hand.
order yours today.

Wade Furniture Co.

144

CITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE SI

"Trade with WADE and SAVE"

DEPT. STORE
448-52 LAKE ST.

FULTON

112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

411.•

PHONE 103
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NO CROP, oRAZING
ACREAGE RESERVE
When Fulton County farmers
designate land to be put into the
1957 wheat acreage Reserve,
they should keep in mind the
"no-grazing, no-cropping" provisions of the Soil Bank Agreement, Mr. Champion, Chairman
of the Agricultural Stabilization
arid Conservation County Committee, said today,
Mr. Champion emphasizo that
no crop may be harvested, from
land designated for the 1957
wheat Acreage Reserve, and
none of the acreage may be
grazed. If an approved cover
crop other than grasses and legumes, Sudan, broomcorn, and
sweet sorghum, should mature

as seed in 1957, the crop muss
be disposed of in such a way it
cannot be harvested.
The "no grazing" rule holds
unless the farm is in a county
where the Setretary of Agricul
Lure, upon request from the
Governor of the State, has granted .permission to graze. Farmers
will be notified of this permission in counties where it has
been granted.
With this one exception, a
penalty may be imposed on any
producer who "knowingly and
willfully" grazes or harvests any
crop from his Reserve Acreage
in violation of his Soil Bank
Agreement. In this case, the
farmer is subject to a penalty
equal to 50 percent of the payment he would have earned for
compliance with his agreement.
In addition, he must forfeit or
refund his payment under t
aveernent

Looking for

HICKMAN, FULTON)
THE BEST IN
COUNTIES SERVED
DRY CLEANING?
BY CLINTON OFFICE

spoon of any
.ason a dish to
• fresh herbs
ire*. times that

Farm Administration
At Clinton Supervised
By Howard Paschall

lEAK
HOME

rated

E

It LANNON
NOM

INE 103

Illi=eMzgraeln

0-34
Switch to SANITONE and
Your Saar** Is Endod I
It really gess eel ALL the
din—every spot. maim

colors. peewee sod ssersares
tool' Ilk. rra apish.

P510141 roa gravica NOV.

0 K LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS
Phone 130
Amaral

A new Farmers Home Administration county office was
established at Clinton, Ry., on
Monday, September 10. This new
office will serve Hickman and
Fulton Counties formerly served
by the Mayfield Office and Carlisle County formerly served by
the. Wickliffe Office.
Mr. Howard 0. Paschall, who
Is now Assistant in the Mayfield
office, is being promoted to
County Supervisor and will be
In charge of the Clinton office.
Miss Lucille Saxon who is now
clerk at the Hartford FHA Office will be transferred to the
Clinton office as clerk.
Both Mr. Paschall and Miss
Saxon have worked in the Clinton area before the office was
discontinued there in
office
1147.
The part-time offices at Hick-

WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
IMPROVED
SUTHERLAND'S
Demonstration
TORTUROUS BULBS,
ELIMINATES
TRUSS.
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guaranteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elastic— No Leatner- -No Odors.
Sold EXesively In Fulton by us

CITY DRUG CO. ..."°,11.71...

Three Ways to Sunday With Citrus

join her husband who is em- Page 9 The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 27, 1956
ployed there.
A Bon Voyage Party was giv- tween the hours of three and Those attending were Mr. Ray,
en Friday evening in her honor
Bill Rogers, Glen Owensby, Ray
at the Derby Cafe. Several love- five.
Jackson, and Charles MansA
lovely
bridal
tea
was
given
ly gifts were presented to her by
field.
honor
of
Miss
Marion
Lee
in
friends.
Get well wishes to Beverly
Those attending were, the hon- Oliver, bride elect of Charles Bizzle who is sick with a cold.
the
home
Ray,
Thursday
night
at
oree, Wanda McClanahan, Mary'
Nancy Gore and her family
Frances Roberts, June McKin- of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mans- have
moved
from Chestnut
on
Forrestdale.
field
ney, Joan Owensby Helen CampThe house was gaily decorat- Glade to the Jackson home on
bell, Bobbie Brown, Uelen WilWashington.
liams, Tommie Nell Gates, Helen ed throughout with lovely arMonette and Ward Bushart
Allen, Mary Ellen Ashby, Eunice rangements of fall flowers. The are driving a lovely two tone
Swell, Hazel Clark, Adolphus gift table was centered with an Pontiac. -Congratulations!
Latta,
Allen, Naomi appropriate arrangement of yetAnita
Helen and James Paul CampMooneyham, Sara Ross, Carolyn lcw and bronze mums colorful bell have moved into one of the
leaves
falling
from
above
on
the
Faulkner, and Doris Winfrey.
Jones apartments on State Line
gifts and table.
Miss Sara Ross, popular bride
We were sorry to hear of
Miss
Oliver
looked
lovely
in
a
elect of Charles Anderson of
Kenneth Potts suffering a heart
plaid
sheath
dress
with
a
gift
Louisville, was the- inspiration
attack, Friday. Be careful and
for a lovely pre-nupital coke corsage of bronze mum.
take care of yourself, Kenneth.
While Miss Oliver opened her
party, Wednesday afternoon at
Little David Rober under
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. many lovely %gifts, the gueets went surgery at the Jones Ho:
were served refreshments of pital last week. We hope yo.
Roberts.
It's "three ways to Sunday" when you tart with mimed Florida Hostesses f,,r the occasion were spiced tea; cookies, mints, and will soon be well, David.
orange and grapefruit sections—and And yourself with a fleet
Mary Frances Roberts, June Mc- nuts by the hostesses, Mrs.
Janie Barber is anxiously
coarse, a salad or a dessert! Convenient moused citrus fruits am
Harry Barber, Mrs. Ray Jackson awaiting the return of her husKinney and Joan Owensby.
ideal for early fall use. before the fresh citrus seams starts. Tr/
For the occasion, the house and Mrs. Mansfield.
band from Guam. He will be rethese eary ways to br4gtse a awl; orange sod grapefruit sections.
was beautifully decorated with
Around
torty-tive
guests lieved of duty on the twentieth
garnished with grapes. for a Are course fruit suP; the same
colorful arrangements of fall called.
of October, so she doesn't have
vitamin-rich Maas sections mixed with grapes and red cherries
flowers. The dining table was
for dessert; and alternating orange and grapefruit sections arWhile the tea was being giv- long to wait
overlaid with a cut work cloth en, Mr. Ray was honored with a
ranged en pass and topped with loinsit dosediog kr a weed
salad.
and held as an essential appoint- stag dinner at the Derby Cafe.
Go to Church Sunday!
ment, a crysal epergne filled
with pink carnations and green
candles.
News
Open faced sandwiches, cookies. and nuts were served the
From
guests.
The guest of honor was prcThe
sented with a lovely gift corsage of carnations and a guest
,gift of her entire set of every
Grads, Friends From
day china.
Counties Invited
About thirty guests called be-

UK PRESIDENT TO
ADDRESS ALUMNI AT
MAYFIELD OCT1ST
To Hear Frank Dickey

University of Kentucky President Frank G. Dickey will speak
at 7 p.m. (CST) Monday (Oct. 1)
At a special UK alumni meeting
to be held at the First Christian
Church in Mayfield
UK's Alumni Association has
invited alumni and friends of the
University from the eight counties of the First District to at
tend the affair
Toastmaster for the program
will be William H. Parham,
president of the host Mayfield
Alumni Club William F Foster
of Mayfield. member of UK's
Board of Trustees, will preside
at the event.
Chairmen'in the eight counties
hav,• made arrangements for the
meeting They follow:
Mrs. Shirley Williamson of
Wickliffe, Ballard County; Mrs
Ralph Fdrington of Arlington,
Carlisle County; Mrs. Cleo Gillis Ile-ter of Murray, Calloway
Courtly: John B. Blackburn of
Paducah. McCracken County; A.
J. Asher of Benton, Marshall
County; William H Parham of
Mayfield, Graves County: Jack
Newton of Clinton, Hickman
County; and Dr Ward Bushart
of Fulton, Fulton County.
Among guests at the program
will be Mrs Dickey, Mtss Helen
King, director of alumni affairs
at the University, and James
Beazley, alumni fund director.
Reservations to the dinner
may be made by contacting Parham in Mayfield. Tickets are

$2.00.

I

TELEPHONE FOLKS

We would like to express our We have complete stocks d
cli:epest sympathy to the family
of Mrs. Elmo Bonner, who died
in Detroit, Mich., last week. She
was a sister-in-law of Mary Ann
for HOME and FARM
Williams of our office.
Machines
We will miss Wanda McClanahan in our office, very much. BENNETT ELECTRIC
Wanda is leaving this week for
PHONE 201
FULTON
Abilene, Texas where she will

DAYTON V-BELTS

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANYPONTIAC

For a demonstration of the new 1966
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr

ANNOUNCING..
A CHANGE IN POLICY OF THE

EARLE HOTEL
Doe to the!clemand of so many retired and pensioned people
who want:a place to live the EARLE HOTEL has decided to

man and Bardwell will be open
second and fourth Thursday
and Friday afternoons respectively until further notice.
The Mayfield office will now
be serving Graves, Calloway,
and Marshall Counties, with
Raymond E. Hogue as County
Supervisor and Miss Rosa Nell
Wood as County Office Clerk.
The addition of the new office in the Purchase area is so
that the Farmers Horne Administration can more aadequately
serve the farmers in this area.
Each office will be in a position
to assist farmers with operating
expenses, purchase of livestock
and equipment, farm purchase,
farm enlargement, or farm development, farm building construction or repair; also under
certain conditions to refinance
debts.
WI

REG. 30.9 ETHYL 32,

PIPELINE
Phone 9188

No. 1 Lake St.
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE

SEE US

WE NEVER CLOSE

BEFORE YOU BUY!

convert the Earle7into a home for--

Retired and Pensioned
Men and Women

Sib

RATES HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED to MEET EVERY NEED

=

Recreation Facilities Are Provided For The P1 easure Of Our Guests. Already We Have Made
Available These Facilities:

Bell the easy way—Want Ads!

FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Sbed:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.

* CROQUET
* CHECKERS
Make

OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
Fescue

One

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the

It

best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;

Send

Call
Do

All - - -

* SHUFFLE BORAD
* Complete Selection
of Magazines

MAKE YOUR HOME AT THE

Your

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

* TV
* HORSE SHOES

If You Are Retired or Pensioned and Would Li ke'a Place to Live and Call Home, Then We
Invite You To Contact Us At Once.

interior or exterior.

SEE US BERME YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

* CARDS
* DOMINOES

Laundry
and

EARLE HOTEL

Cleaning
to
PARISIAN
Phone
14

PHONE 55

FULTON, KY.

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 27,
Piaskin Pickincrs
(Continued from Page One)
Caldwell County by only one
ouchdown.
Upset Specials:
MAYFIELD 19, MADISONVII 1.F. 18. Well, here we go
again. For three weeks running
I have picked the Cardinals in
the spoilers role and losing two
Jut of three. An extra point decided this contest last year.
Mayfield has prayed a tougher
schedule and should be smarting from their losses to Memphis -CBC and Murray.
MEMPHIS TRADWELL 14,
PADUCAH TIGHMAN 7. Treadwell is the beSt team Tilghman
has come up against so far and
:till maintaining the assumption
that the big blue is weaker
than previous years.
In Tennessee:
GREENFIELD 19, MILAN 13.
The Yellowjackets to bounce
back into the win column over
winless Milan.
NEWBERN 20, HALLS 6. The
Choctaws are rolling now after
two early season losses to Ripley and Union City.
BARTLETT 39, RIDGELY
Ridgely to score its first touchdown of the season, but to suffer its fourth consecutive defeat.
HUMBOLDT 14, BROWNSVILLE 12. Humboldt has played
the stronger schedule. Both
teams are undefeated and the
game should be a humdinger:
COVINGTON 28, MUNFORD
7. Munford is undefeated and
leads the Northwest Conference,
but are taking on a little too
much when they meet powerful
Covington.
RIPLEY 13, UNION CITY 6.
Ripley has a good team and the
horses to take the Tornadoes in
stride.
Upset Special:
..SOUTH FULTON 7. SHARON

1956
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CITY SADDENED BY
DEATH OF 'HL113'
WILLIAMS SUNDAY

6. Strictly playing a hunch. 1
South Fulton and Sharon have '
played two common opponents, 1
Gleason and Greenfield. The
Red Devils lost both and Sharon .
tied Gleason and downed Greenfield. On the basis of the GleaServices For Beloved
comparative
encounters,
son
Retired Railroader
scores would indicate Sharon to
by
26
points.
favorite
the
be
Are Held Tuesday
on the Greenfield
However
scorp_Sharnn.wouici be a favor- ,YrIerbertv_Wil ker (Hubt WIlite by only 8 Points, thus indi- liams, 74, Paducah, died at 4
cating that Coach Donald Nel- p.m. Sunday at the Illinois Censon's charges are the most im- tral Hospital. He was a retired
proVed, and ready for a peak train dispatcher.
-performance. Either way 'it
Mr. Williams was emnloyed
goes it should be close.
for 52 years by the Illinois
Central Railroad. Before comCOLLEGE:
ing to Paducah 17 years ago, he
OLE MISS 14, KENTUCKY 7. was trainmaster in Fulton, and
This will be a case of a good for many years was superintenline going against an explosive dent of the old Tennessee Divisbackfield with the backfield, ion. He was a native of Shefnamely Paige Cothren, emerg- field, Ala.. and belonged to the
ing victorious. Games will be First Baptist Church of Fulton.
broadcast over WFUL-FM SatHe is survived by his wife,
urday night.
Mrs. Rosamond Latta Williams;
TENNESSEE 21. AUBURN 13. three sons, Herbert Latta WilSeason opener for both teams at liams of Clinton, Ill., Charles
Birmingham and one of the top Hughes Williams of Cumbergames of the nation this week. land, and John 'Appleton WilAuburn is the first of five bowl liams of MetniAiS. Tenn.; a
teams the Vols will face this daughter, Mrs.' Dorothy Ann
year and should be a good meas- Chapman of Paducah; a brothuring stick to determine how er, T. K. Williams of Memphis.
far up in national rankings Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. John
Bowden Wyatt's team will go Calloway of Lone Oak. Mrs.
Leslie Farmer of Louisville. and
this season.
Brushing over the rest around Mrs. William Houseman of Buthe nation we see, Oklahoma ena Park. Cant, seven grandcontinuing its win streak over children.
Funeral services were held
North Carolina, Georgia Tech
taking the Irish taming SMIJ Tuesday at Roth Funeral ChapMustangs, giant-killer Syracuse el, with the Rev. Joe Gardner
bowing to strong Pittsburgh, 'rulane taking Texas, Michigan back against Wake Forest, MiState edging Stanford, Michigan ami to stotp South Carolina,
taking UCLA, Arkansas stop- Navy to sink William and Mary,
M, Illinois Penn State over Penn, Southern
ping Oklahoma
trouncing California, Duke re- California over Oregon State,
bounding against Virginia, Iowa Purdue to take Missouri, Vanover Indiana, LSU upsetting derbilt over Chattanooga, and
Texas A&M. Wisconsin to maul Notre Dame enjoying an open
Marquette. Maryland to bounce date.

Rotary Honors Young
Cattlemen Of Area

Ed Williamson

(Continued from Page One)
bacco Grader in Murray, Mayfield, Paducah, and Paris. '
The Fulton Rotary Club paid
He served for 25 years as tribute to some of the area's
chairman of the Fulton County outstanding young cattle showSchool Board, having retired men Tuesday, inviting eight to
from this office in 1945. He was the meeting at Smith's Rose
a life long member of .the Bap- Room.
tist Church, holding mi7inberThe eight included Don, Billy,
ship at Mt. Carmel.
George and Ward Burriette, Ray
Funeral services were held and Paul Bruce, and Don and
Tuesday afternoon at the First Dickie Collier, the latter two beBaptist Church in Fulton with ing unable to attend. Dub Burthe Rev. Morris Lee, pastor of nette introduced the young men
the Mt. Cannel church officiat- and outlined their activities in
ing. Burial w(11 in Palestine cattle work, which include top
Cemetery, under direction of awards throughout the State and
Paul Hornbeak Funeral Home. the entire Mississippi Valley.
Masonic graveside rites were
George Burnette, who recentconducted by the Roberts Lodge
ly returned from a two-month
of Fulton.
!trip to Korean 4-H Clubs, proPallbearers was Robert Thompinteresting account
son. Raymond Harrison, Hiram I vided a very
his voyage and experiences
Brown. Harry Sams, J. R. Pow- of
in Korea.
ell and James Willingham.
STATION FOR MARTIN
Application for a 500-watt
ctay-time radio station in Martin was filed last week by Mr.
and Mrs. James W. R. White,
owners of the Weakley County
Press.

officiating. Burial was in Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah.
Active pallbearers, all nephews, were Harry, Robert. Morgan and William Williams, John
Galloway and N. W. Gatewbod.
Honorary
pallbearers
were
Roy Withers, Tom Purcell, W.
D. Briggs, W. E. Davis, J. W,
Shepherd of Fulton, C. E.
Bartholomew and John Earle of .
Fulton.

Schedule of demonstrations on
stripping of tobacco were released this week by it usselj
Hunt, U.K. Extension Service
tobacco specialist.
Federal graders will conduct

the sessions under direction of
county agents. The latter will set
local meeting places and hours,
Hunt said.
The counties and dates for
include:
Kentucky
Western
Graves, Oct. 29, Carlisle, Oct.
30; Calloway, Oct. 31; Hickman,
Nov. 1; and Ballard, Oct. 16.

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Ready for the Fall and Winter season, with
the newest of the new, in Suits, Top Coats,
Sport Coats, "Knox" Hats, "Arrow." Sport

DON'T DE LATE
SECAUSE OF LOST
KEYS!
yr.
!,

UK ALL-T1ME HIGH
A total of 2.083 new students
-1,572 freshmen and 5511 transfer students - participated last
week (Sept. 16-22) in the University of Kentucky Orientation
Program The number of freshmen is 34 more than the alltime high of 1.228 in 1947.

Tobacco Stripping
Demonstrations Set

1111'

and Dress Shirts, Slacks, Jackets and All
Accessorys.

migt
O
We cordially invite all our friends and

.V4,141,

'
a

ALWAYS (Aliffe7EXTRA KEYS

KEYS

customers to visit and see the many outstand-

MADE IN 1 miNuTf

ing values we have to show you.

Rice's Mens Wear
Fulton, Kentucky
204 Main

Fulton

a

s,

CLOSING OUT

7

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS!
Doors Open 9:00 A. M. Thursday Morning For The Biggest Money Saving Sale
Ever Held In Fulton. All Item of Apparel Are Nationally Advertised Brands.
FELT HATS
Dear Friends:

I came to Fulton years ago to open my first
store. I was fresh from the tobacco patch, and
did not know much about town ways. I started
wearing shoes and celluloids collars like the
other fellows, but it did not take me long to
diseover that, no matter what I wore, the
folks here were kind, warm-heard and understanding. This is still true today.
Many years have passed since that first store
was opened, and unfortunately each one of
them has had to be added to my birthday.
Now, all these birthdays and the exacting demands of business are greater than the limits

$7.50 Values $5.95
$10.00 Values $7.95
$15.00 Values $10.95

WHITE SHIRTS
/
2
Sizes 131
/
2 to 171
Dart, Dram Par F.C.
$3.95 Values $3.35

Short Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS
To $4.95 Values
Only 95c

SPORT (OATS
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$17.95 Values $10.95
$25.00 Values $13.95$29.75 Values $19.95
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SOCKS
$1.00 Values

UNDERSHIRTS
To $1.25 Values

Only 79c
4 for $3.00

SHORTS

TIES

To $1.50 Values

$1.50 to $2.50 Values
99c

Only 89c

Only 69c
3 for $2.75

BELTS
SLACKS

PAJAMAS

$7.95 to $13.95

$4.95 to $7.95

1/2 Price

Only $3.65

$1.50 Values
$2.00 Values
$2.50 Values
$3.50 Values

$1.15
$1.35
$1.65
$1.95

BERMUDA SHORTS
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1/2 Price
$3.95 to $8.95

"1

of my endurance. So Bill and I are going to
close our store. Bill will go into other work,
and I am going to relax and take life easy.
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JEWELRY - WALLETS - GLOVES -SWEATERS- JACKETS- FANCY VESTS - HANDKERCHIEFS - RAINCOATS - MUFFLERS - SLIPSOX - GARTERS- SUSPENDERS - EVERYTHING GOING OUT AT
PRICES YOU MAY NEVER SEE AGAIN.

Thanking you for your many kindnesses, and
with a heart full of love and appreciation,

WOIT

I an
Most sincerely,
No Exchanges
TOM FRANKLIN
No Returns

SHOP*IS
flaRanKLIHP
*QL/PLITY
302imam ST. CULT011, KY.

No Refunds
Cash Only
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